of the river. In order to expedite the delivery of materials
during the critical construction years for the North Dam, the
contractor is expected to construct two major haul roads. The
existing Route 161 (above the damsite) would be widened and improved and utilized to haul the pervious material. The second
major haul road would be constructed on the opposite bank of the
river and would be used for haulage of impervious material.
The construction access roads at the Dickey site do not
lend themselves for permanent use upon completion of construction.
However, detailed recreation master planning that would be conducted during the construction stages of the project may reveal
it desirable to retain parts of some construction roads for post
project recreational use, particularly those providing access to
project waters. All haul roads upstream of the dams would be inundated by the impoundment. Route 161, below the Allagash School,
would not be used as a construction road because of its narrow
width, the number of residences along the road and the magnitude
of construction vehicle traffic.
b. Lincoln School. - The amount of material required from
borrow at the Lincoln School site is only a fraction of the
requirement for the North and South Dams at the Dickey site
(0.5 million c.y. vs. 50 million c.y.). In addition, the construction schedule at Lincoln School is not as critical. Consequently, the need for major haul roads does not exist. It is
contemplated that the impervious material would be obtained from
a source on the north side, 1n close proximity of the dam, where
a short, medium duty road would be adequate. The pervious material is expected to be obtained in the area of the south abutment.
As part of the relocation of Route 161, the new road would be
relocated higher up the hillside and away from the river. Since
this would be accomplished before construction of the embankment
commences, the old segment of Route 161 could be used for a haul
road. There does not appear to be any segment of the construction
access roads which can be converted to permanent use upon completion of the project.

V.
57.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

EARTH BORROW - DICKEY DAMS AND SADDLE DIKES

a. General. - Estimated quantities of borrow materials required for the construction of the dams at Dickey and the saddle
dikes are as follows: (Borrow available from excavation of project features is not included).
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Material
Type

Dickey*

Impervious

8,552,000 cy

Random
Pervious**

43,080,000
742,000

Falls
Brook
1,478,000 cy

Hafey
Brook

Cunliffe
Brook

598,000 cy

47,500 cy

461,000

17,000

977,000

•Including North and South Dams, South Dike and Campbell Brook
Dike.
**Includes pervious fill, gravel bedding, processed cobbles and
gravel and processed sand materials.
b. Dickey Dam, South Dike and Campbell Brook Dike. - Borrow
areas developed for the North and South Dams at Dickey would also
be used for the small embankments for the South Dike and Campbell
Brook Dike. Borrow investigations completed in 1967 had located
two potential sources for impervious fill materials upstream of
the Dickey Dam and within two miles of the damsite. These areas
would be developed further during feature design as borrow areas
for impervious fill. Several additional areas were located in
the 1967 investigations as potential sources of random and pervious materials. Since most of these areas were between the
Dickey and Lincoln School sites above the pool level, the potential adverse environmental impact of their further development and
use was sufficient to justify a further search for alternate
sources in less critical areas. Photo-geological investigations
were undertaken by the Corps'Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory in 1975-76 under contract with the New England Division
to locate potential sources of random and pervious types of materials
upstream of the Dickey Dams within the reservoir area. Three large
areas were located within four miles of the Dickey site. Explorations are in progress to confirm the character and depths of the
materials in these areas. Preliminary results indicate that these
areas are capable of producing materials of suitable quantity and
quality for the project.
c. Falls Brook Dike. - Preliminary foundation explorations
and site reconnaissance indicate that borrow sources for impervious
materials can be developed in glacial till deposits within two miles
of the dike site. It is expected that pervious type materials
would be obtained from areas developed for the Dickey Dams within
four miles of the dike site.
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d. Hafey Brook Dike. - Preliminary foundation explorations
and site reconnaissance indicate that borrow sources for pervious
type materials can be developed within two miles of the dike site.
The results of photo-geological investigations indicate that
sources of impervious materials can be developed within two miles
of the site.
e. Cunliffe Brook Dike. - Photo-geological data indicates
that sources of impervious material can be developed within two
miles of the dike site and that sources of pervious material can
be developed within five miles of the site.
58.

EARTH BORROW - LINCOLN SCHOOL DAM

The principal borrow materials and their quantities based
upon the tentative embankment design are as follows: (Borrow
available from excavation of project features is not included).
Impervious

225,000 cy

Pervious*

315,000 cy

•Includes pervious and sand fills, gravel bedding and processed
gravel slope protection.
It is expected that pervious type borrow requirements can be
met from areas to be established in the terraces and kame features
extending upstream from the damsite on the south (right) bank for
about one mile. Preliminary borrow explorations (5 borings) in
these terraces having elevations about 590 and 615 ft. msl and
within the Lincoln School pool reveal about 15 ft. of pervious and
random materials overlying till making possible a single source
for the major r e q u i r e m e n t s I m p e r v i o u s till is known to occur
near surface and to thicknesses up to 40 ft. from foundation
borings made in 1951 on the right bank of the river at the Rankin
Rapids damsite located about 2 mi^es upstream of the Lincoln School
site. Gravel and cobble bars and islands in the river provide a
potential for processing bedding requirements. Two large adjacent
kame deposits, one of which has been worked, are located about a
mile northeasterly of the damsite. A State gravel survey reports
that material in these kames contain about 50 percent gravel of
which major constituents are shale, slate and sandstone with a
high percentage of weak and platy particles.
59.

ROCK BORROW

Rock from required excavations for Dickey and Lincoln School
Dams would be fully utilized. The Seboomook slate, although
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generally fissile and slabby in fragmentation would produce
suitable material for use in cofferdam construction at Lincoln
School and in random rock and spoil blanket fills at Dickey. The
non-fissile, quartzitic phases of the slate would be selected for
use in toe fills for Dickey Dam and as slope protection for Falls
Brook Dike. Slope protection for the more remote Hafey Brook
Dike would probably be produced on Hafey Mountain about 1-1/2
miles southerly of the dike site.
Potential sources of protection stone for the upstream slopes
above the minimum power pool and for concrete aggregate materials
for Dickey and Lincoln School Dams had been explored in the Deboullie Mountain area southeasterly of Dickey Dam, a haul distance
of approximately 20 miles. The Deboullie area is the major igneous
irrtrusion in the regional Seboomook slate formation in northwestern
Maine and the only area of detailed geological and mineralogical
study in the immediate area.O) The major rock units of engineering
significance are syenite and granodiorite having specific gravities
(BSSD) of 2.76 and 2.64, respectively. Both of these materials,are
presently considered suitable for use as either slope protection or
concrete aggregates.
However, in view of the environmental sensitivity of the
Deboullie Mountain area and in an effort to locate potential
sources of a suitable quality of rock closer to the project
sites and reduce the cost of haulage, an airborne resistivity and
magnetometer survey was conducted in 1975 for the central portion
of the project area including the known source material at Deboullie
Mountain. The area surveyed was approximately 360 square miles and
is shown on Figure 4A-6. The area of the previous known source at
Deboullie was used for correlative purposes to determine if similar
unknown intrusive rock existed closer to the project sites. The
airborne resistivity data indicated conclusively that no materials
identical to the source site used for correlation existed within
the area of survey. The survey did indicate that sources of rock
of higher quality than the regional slate formation existed in
isolated areas. (See Figure 4A-7). Several of these areas are
within a five mile radius of the Dickey Dam structures and have
been selected for ground truth investigations as part of the 1977
exploration program currently underway to determine the quality
and quantity of materials in the area indicative of higher resistivity contours.
60.

CONCRETE MATERIALS

a. General. - The project would require approximately 850,000
cubic yards of concrete for construction of appurtenant structures
to the earthfill dams, powerhouses, walls and relocations.
(1) Boone-GSA Bulletin V. 73 - Dec. 1962
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b. Concrete Aggregates. - About 850,000 tons of coarse
aggregates and 500,000 tons of fine aggregate would be needed for
the concrete. All known commercial and undeveloped sources of
natural deposits of sand and gravel within a very wide radius of
the sites in the United States contain a high proportion of flat,
elongated and/or friable fragments of shale, slate and sandstone.
The regional bedrock, Seboomook slate, is unsuitable for production of aggregates. However, in the vicinity of the site, there
are a few intrusions of more suitable rock types which are being
investigated as potential undeveloped sources for coarse aggregate.
(1) Commercial Sources. - The nearest commercial source
of quality aggregate is Lane Construction Corporation, Presque
Isle, Maine, which produces coarse aggregate from shaly limestone.
Haul distance to the Dickey damsite is about 80 miles. Rail facilities are available adjacent to the plant, however, the rail line
terminates at St. Francis, about 2 and 12 miles downstream of the
Lincoln School and Dickey sites, respectively. Processed natural
sand fine aggregate is presently supplied to the Lane plant by
rail from their plant at Hampden near Bangor, Maine, which involves an additional haul of about 260 miles. The coarse aggregate has been used in Corps of Engineers construction for airfield
pavement, buildings, and other structures at various military
installations, including Loring and Presque Isle Air Force Bases,
during the 1950's. The service behavior is excellent.
Other commercial sources of quality aggregate which might
be considered are all located far to the south and would require
long rail and/or truck haul distance.
(2) Undeveloped Sources. - This area has not been geologically investigated and mapped as extensively as other parts of
the state and, consequently, published geological information is
scanty. However, considerable geological reconnaissance has been
conducted during the past thirty years in this general area in connection with various Corps of Engineers projects. In addition,
the State of Maine has conducted extensive investigations in the
area to locate possible sources of highway construction materials,
which included sampling and testing of various deposits. Based
on this information, it is considered that the prospects for
locating potential undeveloped sources of sand and gravel of
suitable quality and size within economical haul distance are
very poor. Typically, the area sand and gravel contained high
percentages of weak slate, shale and sandstone derived from the
predominant local bedrocks. The area is notably deficient in the
strong crystalline rock types. However, it is possible that
deposits may be located, which would be utilized with proper processing techniques for some of, if not all, the quantity required,
and further investigation to locate possible useful sources of
sand and gravel will be made.
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With respect to possible quarry sources, as previously
noted under the discussion in paragraph 59 "Rock Borrow", investigations to locate other acceptable undeveloped quarry sources
nearer the site have been initiated. Some areas show promise,
and further investigation is being conducted to determine the
quality and potential quantity of aggregate in these areas.
c. Cementing Materials. - The nearest source of portland
cement is Thomaston, Maine, about 200 miles haul distance by
rail, where Dragon Brand Cement is produced by Dragon Cement
Company, a division of the Martin-Marietta Corporation. The
nearest other sources of cement are New York and Pennsylvania.
The use of pozzolan may result in economy in the massive-type
concrete. A study will be made of the possible economic savings
utilizing pozzolan and availability of commercial sources of
pozzolan.
d. Water. - It is considered that an ample supply of suitable mixing and curing water is available from the St. John River
and/or its tributary streams.
e. Proposed Investigations. - Field investigations to locate potential concrete aggregate sources will be continued. The
investigations will be primarily directed toward locating a nearby
undeveloped source or sources which could be acquired by the
government and which would furnish the entire needs of the project.
If it should develop that it would not be possible to have aggregates available for use in concrete in time for the construction
schedule, use of imported commercial aggregates would be required
until such time as production could be started. Therefore, investigation of potential commercial sources will also be carried out.
On the basis of the above, it is proposed to continue the
exploration of undeveloped sources and to complete sampling of
all potential sources. Periodic sampling and testing of the
river water would also be done during this period. Testing would
be completed in time for the future feature design memorandums.
61.

GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

a. General. - The Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project involves the furnishing and installation of large complicated
mechanical and electrical items of equipment. In order to follow
a proper construction schedule and to allow the project to go "online" as soon as possible, it would be necessary to initiate
procurement of certain equipment before the general construction
contract for the powerhouse is awarded, and/or to assure availability of the items at the proper time during the construction
period.
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The project also involves large quantities of materials for
the earth and rockfilled dams, concrete structures, slope protection, topsoiling, etc. The project site, especially the ultimate impoundment area, contains numerous locations of sand,
gravel and rock deposits of acceptable quality which would be
used in the project. These deposits of material are considered
to be government-furnished materials.
b. Powerhouse Equi pmeht. - The project would require advance procurement of special powerhouse equipment to avoid potential delays in project completion. Equipment items in this category
include: hydraulic turbines; turbine governors; generators;
transformers and miscellaneous powerhouse equipment.
The equipment would be designed, manufactured, delivered, installed and tested by the respective manufacturers. Schedules
would have to be closely coordinated with construction schedules
for powerhouse structures.
The proper ASPR regulations on advance procurement would be
followed as well as the appropriate guide specifications which
have been prepared for procurements under supply contracts.
c. Borrow Areas. - The project site contains areas of suitable materials which would be utilized in the project. Some of
these materials are: impervious fill; random fill; pervious fill;
rock slope protection; concrete aggregates and topsoil.
Since these borrow areas and quarries are either within the
project's required real estate acquisition or in other selected
areas as may be required, they would be government-owned. These
material locations would be designated on a map with the anticipated volumes of material available for use. The project bidding
documents would note the availability of materials from these
government sources at no cost to the contractors for strict use
in the project alone. The documents would further state that the
contractors would have to establish the borrow area/quarries,
develop haul roads, and operate and maintain the operations. The
contractors would also have to provide all excavating and processing
equipment, power and personnel for its operation as well as adhering
to the project safety requirements.
The contract documents would clearly indicate and describe
the geographical area of the material sites as well as depths of
excavation, dust and noise control, restoration of the areas after
use, etc.
The government-furnished materials afford a sizeable natural _
resource and savings to the government in construction of the project.
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d. Miscellaneous. - In preparation of data for both the
supply and general construction contracts, information as to
availability and adequacy of commercial transportation would have
to be investigated.
The various material sites would also have to be assigned to
individual contractors so as to afford non-interference and
coordinated operations.
Some off-site commercial sources for materials may be necessary
for use in the project. These would be so indicated and would not
be considered government-furnished materials or sources.
W.
62.

RESERVOIR CLEARING

GENERAL

Corps policies and practices for clearing civil works project
reservoir lands of woody vegetative growth prior to impoundment
are outlined in Engineer Regulation (ER) 415-2-1 and Civil Works
Construction Guide Specification CE 1301. A principal factor in
the prediction of future lake water quality is the amount of vegetative growth remaining in the reservoir at the time of impoundment because forest organics can exert a demand on the oxygen
resource of a lake, and can release nutrients and color causing
substances to the lake's ecosystem. The rate and magnitude of these
phenomena are dependent upon the water temperature in the hypolimnion
of the lake; i.e. rates and magnitudes are greater for higher temperatures. . .lesser for lower temperatures. Thus, an initial decision
on how much land to clear is based primarily upon obtaining desirable water quality conditions in the future lake.
63.

DICKEY RESERVOIR CLEARING

A study was undertaken to determine whether reservoir lands
need to be cleared in the interest of water quality at Dickey
Lake. The study consisted principally of an extensive literature
search and discussions with limnological experts on the subject
of lake and reservoir water quality in cold regions. The information contained divergent views expressed on the subject ranging
from strong feelings for the need to clear all organic material
to strong support for leaving the reservoir lands in a forested
state. Most of the studies that have been reported addressed
impoundments for domestic water supply; Dickey Lake storage is
not intended for such use.
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Possibly the most definitive work on the subject was reported
in The Effect of a Flooded Forest on Reservoir Water Quality, by
G. A. Miterev and E. M. Belova of the Soviet Union. This report
gives results of water quality investigations performed on
Shirokovsky Reservoir which was impounded on forested lands in
the Kosva River watershed located in the Ural Mountain region of
Russia. The study was conducted by the National Scientific Sanitary
Institute, Erismanas and the Director of Hygiene of the Moscow
Pharmaceutical Institute with the specific aim being to study the
need to continue a then existing Russian policy which called for
clearing and grubbing all trees and brush from water supply reservoir sites prior to impoundment. The study concluded that there
were no unfavorable effects on water quality from the sanitary
standpoint because the construction took place on a clean mountain
river, industrially and domestically non-polluted, deep, and
without shallows at its banks. Data from this study was used to
reformulate Russian policy regarding preparation of a reservoir
site prior to impoundment.
Because of the similar characteristics between the Dickey
Lake site and Shirokovsky Reservoir relative to latitude, climate
and quality of surface waters, the findings and conclusions from
the Russian study were considered applicable to Dickey Lake.
Therefore, from solely the water quality standpoint, reservoir
lands would not have to be cleared. The water quality considerations associated with this plan for clearing are discussed in
Design Memorandum No. 5 - Water Quality, dated June 1977.
However, factors other than future water quality must be
considered in the overall assessment of reservoir clearing.
These include: the need to keep decaying vegetation from being
exposed in the fluctuating pool zone of the reservoir; the need
to keep a certain depth of the lake free from vegetation that
would interfere with boating, fisheries production and fishing;
the elimination of operational hazards resulting from flotsam
reaching the hydraulic control structures and turbines; and the
achievement of a good general appearance along the lake surface.
The upper limit of clearing presently proposed is 3 ft.
above the maximum power pool or elevation 913 ft. msl. This is
consistent with policies and practices outlined in ER 415-2-1.
The lower limit is proposed to elevation 828 ft. msl which represents a departure from the present practice of 5 ft. below the
10-year frequency drawdown level (elevation 875 ft. msl).
Clearing to 828 ft. msl is planned to address the problems
of fisheries. The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife has expressed the view that clearing to this lower level
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is necessary to maintain suitable habitat for lake trout. They
maintain that the fishery would not be properly harvested unless
clearing was carried to that level.
Another potential problem involving fish production within
the lake involves the formation of local oxygen depletion zones
in and around spawning beds. These problem areas can arise when
the summer conditions and drawdown depresses the thermal strata
such that forested areas are involved in elevated temperature
regimes causing decomposition. This would most likely occur at
the time the lake trout would be moving into spawning areas. The
828 ft. msl level corresponds to the 5°C isotherm. Above this
elevation, temperatures can attain 10°C. The 5°C isotherm also
represents the lower limits of preferred temperature for the lake
trout.
The area between elevations 913 and 828 ft. msl totals some
54,500 acres of which 50,,000 are located within the United States.
Of this latter amount, approximately 45,000 acres are forested.
The proposal to clear to elevation 828 ft. msl, which is
reflected in the present project cost estimate, is subject to
further studies particularly from the viewpoint of the economic
impact of clearing operations on the timber market conditions.
Further studies of the economic impact are currently being
pursued.
64.

LINCOLN SCHOOL RESERVOIR CLEARING

The upper level for clearing at Lincoln School would be 3 ft.
above the ultimate maximum operating pool or elevation 623 ft. msl.
This is consistent with ER 415-2-1. However, because Lincoln
School Dam would be a reregulating dam, the 10-year frequency
drawdown criteria for the lower level is not applicable. A more
appropriate criterion is 5 ft. below the ultimate minimum power
pool (elevation 590). This encompasses an area of 1,530 acres
between the elevations of 623 and 585 ft. msl of which approximately 1,000 acres are forested.
X.
65.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ENHANCEMENT MEASURES

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

a. General. - Architectural design of structures and facilities required for this project would be based upon fulfillment of
functional needs and consideration of the adjacent environment at
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column. The frame would be adaptable, relatively thin cast-inplace shear walls or cast-in-place spandrel with precast panels
between buttresses.
(3) Other Schemes Considered. - Two other schemes considered were based on cast-in-place shear walls. One scheme
utilized precast or cast-in-place concrete roof, with reinforcement
details according to Corps of Engineers seismic criteria. Seismic
loads would be proportional to the overall dead load of the
structure (3 times the steel frame or 1-1/2 to 2 times the buttress
system) resulting in an inefficient system to resist seismic loads
due to the large dead loads associated with the structure. The
other scheme was predicated on cast-in-place shear walls with steel
roof trusses. This system is similar in concept to Scheme B, but
would not be as effective as the buttresses in resisting lateral
loads. Both of these schemes would require larger quantities of
cast-in-place concrete which could have an adverse effect on construction scheduling and costs due to climatic conditions.
c. Service and Maintenance Facilities. - A maintenance compound would be provided to service the completed project for
activities unrelated to the power plant operation. Consideration
would be given to utilizing an area assigned to the contractor's
work and fabrication activities as the locale for this compound.
A utilization study would be made to determine whether some of
these structures normally required during the construction phase
could be used for the operation and maintenance phase with resulting
cost savings. Due to harsh winter conditions, all mobile equipment
should be garaged indoors. Structures would be wood-frame.
d. Residential Structures. - The project requires that housing
for operational personnel be provided as indicated under paragraph 89
"Housing Justification". Architectural designs would reflect the
functional needs of varying sizes of families and individual occupants. Consideration would be given to alternate types of housing
which would provide the basic needs and minimize original and long
time operational costs. Siting of the housing is expected to be
at, or convenient to the project facilities. If individual residences are constructed, they would be wood-framed cottages. Multifamily unit(s) would be designed in accordance with the most
advantageous construction for the type of building required.
e. Detailing. - One of the major architectural design considerations, other than fulfillment of functional and operational
needs, is energy conservation due to the locus climatic conditions.
Except in areas which would be heat generating, all structures would
be insulated in accordance with optimum U-Value ratio to relative
costs. Another climatic influence on the design is the relatively
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short outdoor construction season which would be encountered. To
avoid costly delays in enclosing these structures, the roofing for
low-slope roofs would provide for* loose-laid elastomeric membrane
with river run gravel ballast as an option to built-up roofing.
Acoustical treatment would be provided at the power plants, both
interior and exterior, as determined necessary to conform to
OSHA and EPA environment standards.
66.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Landscape architectural development would be an integral part
of the design and construction of all project features. Aesthetic
enhancement measures would occur in conjunction with all buildings,
housing, roads, parking areas, overlooks, and other project facilities.
The goal of site planning these facilities is to have them "blend"
both visually and physically with their immediate surroundings in
such a way that they don't diminish the rural character of the area.
Road alignments would follow, wherever possible, the contours of
land. Excessive cuts and fills would be avoided in order to provide a minimum disturbance to the landscape. (A description of
techniques for preservation of environmental quality associated
primarily with recreation development is found in Chapter 10 of
Appendix A - "Recreation Resources").
Various types of materials and techniques would be utilized
in the site planning and aesthetic enhancement of the project area.
Plant materials would be relied on to perform numerous functions
in the landscape development phases of construction. Where feasible,
vegetation would be used to emphasize, accent or blend project facilities to their surroundings. Groupings of trees and shrubs would
be used as focal points and specimen plantings would add color,
variety, and form to the landscape. Plant materials would also
perform the physical function of screening in those areas where
visually obtrusive objects may be located. Vegetation would also
be employed to separate areas that have different functions, e.g.
public parking facilities, project storage and work areas.
Plantings of grasses and other vegetation would be utilized
for slope stabilization and erosion control in those areas where
maintenance operations could be a problem or not be practical.
Restoration of possible borrow areas and lands disturbed by construction activities would be accomplished by reseeding and
planting to insure a minimal amount of landscape defacement. The
degree of landscape restoration would vary, with some areas undergoing total reforestation and others just reseeding. Due to the
extreme weather conditions of the project site, only those plant
species indigenous to the area would be used. Native vegetation
would be utilized in all planting plans to insure that they blend
properly to the surrounding environment.
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It is also anticipated that sign systems and transmission
poles in the vicinity of the dam will be of wood construction and
stained brown. To the observer, the physical structure of the
dams would visually dominate the landscape. The facing of the
dams would be processed gravel and cobbles, with the spillway
being of rock and concrete. The tan/gray tones of these structures
would add a very large area of contrasting colors to the green
tones of the forests and fields. Native rock would be used in conjunction with wood and new plantings as material for landscape
development.
A visitor's center and recreation facilities would also be
planned for the project as described in the "Recreation Resources"
Appendix. Design of barrier free facilities for the handicapped
would be developed for all areas where there is public access.
Public safety would be of foremost concern in the design and
construction of all project facilities.
Y.
67.

REAL ESTATE REQUIREMENTS

REAL ESTATE GENERAL

The guide acquisition line for the Dickey Lake, Maine, would
be based on the reservoir full pool elevation of 910 ft. msl,
plus 300-foot horizontal distance or to elevation 915 ft. msl,
whichever criteria requires the greater area.
The guide acquisition line for Lincoln Dam would be based
on the reservoir full pool elevation of 620 ft. msl, plus 300-foot
horizontal distance or to elevation 625 ft. msl, whichever criteria
requires the greater area.
The criteria concerning the 300-foot horizontal strip would
not apply where the Dickey reservoir extends into Canada.
The project requires the acquisition in fee of approximately
121,680 acres of land in the Unites States plus an additional estimated area of 5,700 acres of land situated within the Province of
Quebec, Canada. The acreage in Canada is predicated on preliminary
estimates developed in conjunction with prior treaty negotiations
and is subject to revision upon resumption of negotiations. Current
plans indicate that all land and improvements located in Canada,
which are required for project purposes, would be acquired by the
Province of Quebec. These lands would remain under Canadian ownership and would be made available to the project under a mutually
acceptable arrangement, including compensation for the required
lands.
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The values and inherent real estate costs for the land required for the project within Canada are anticipated to be in
keeping with a range of values comparable to lands and improvements of similar properties in the United States. A preliminary
estimate of these Canadian lands was made in 1967. The real
estate interests were reported in General Design Memorandum No. 4,
dated May 1967, as $1 million as shown in Appendix "D", Table 1,
Lands and Damages. A preliminary field reconnaissance was conducted in June 1977 of the lands in question. The unit value of
the Canadian lands and improvements are assumed to equal the unit
value of the United States lands. An upward adjustment of approximately 200 percent based on current market studies of the United
States lands is considered reasonable. Therefore, for planning
purposes and subject to refinement, a fair and reasonable estimate
in the amount of $3 million is carried for real estate costs within
Canada. It is noted that values of the Canadian lands required for
the project would be estimated on a mutually agreed basis with the
proper Canadian authorities. The estimated values of the interests
in the Canadian lands are reported as a basis for planning purposes
only.
Most of the area required for the project consists of timberlands located in the unorganized townships of the proposed Dickey
reservoir. This land is owned primarily by large pulp and
paper companies and by some private owners who sell their forest
products as the opportunity arises. A timber cruise of the
proposed project's forestlands was recently conducted by professional foresters under contract to the Corps. The total value of
the timberland includes the value of the standing timber plus the
value of the forest-producing land. The values as presented in
their Planning Report - Gross Appraisal are included in the
following Cost Summary. Most of the improved parcels in the project
area are situated along Route 161 in the Towns of Allagash and
St. Francis.
The project would require the acquisition of approximately
116 residential parcels in Allagash and 45 residential parcels in
St. Francis and the proposed relocation of the owners. The residential parcels include older frame dwellings, relatively new
ranch style dwellings, mobile homes, and several log cabins. Most
of the residential parcels are of moderate value. Other improved
parcels consist of seasonal log cabins, abandoned buildings,
seasonal camps, several conmercial units, two churches, one church
camp, several Maine Forest Service buildings, a portion of one
potato farm, and other miscellaneous structures. There are 28
improved properties, retaining all-weather access, that will be
recommended for exception from acquisition as they are situated
within the 300-foot horizontal buffer strip and above the pool
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freeboard elevation. Total savings in real estate costs of
approximately $975,000 could be realized by the exception of these
properties from the proposed taking.
Five known cemeteries are located within the project area.
The Cost Summary of Real Estate within the United States is
estimated as follows:
COST SUMMARY
(United States Lands)
Lands and Improvements (Incl.
Severance Damages)
Acquisition Costs
Reservoir Boundary
Relocation Assistance Costs
Sub-total
Contingencies - 20% of Above
TOTAL COST OF REAL ESTATE IN THE
UNITED STATES
ROUNDED TO
68.

$20,996,000
890,000
1,059,000
2,268,000
$25,213,000
5,043,000
$30,256,000
$30,300,000

RELOCATION OF PEOPLE

The proposed project would require the acquisition and relocation of approximately 129 residential parcels in Allagash and
56 residential parcels in St. Francis. Certain improved properties
located within the 300-foot horizontal strip and above the guidetaking elevation on portions of Route 161, which would not be
relocated, will be recommended for exception from acquisition.
Thirteen residential parcels in Allagash and 11 in St. Francis
will be recommended as exceptions. Therefore, project requirements, less the recommended exceptions, require the acquisition
and relocation of approximately 116 residential parcels in Allagash and 45 residential parcels in St. Francis.
There is no available replacement housing in either Allagash
or St. Francis. Most property owners in the project area have
expressed their desires to relocate within those portions of
Allagash and St. Francis which are outside the project boundary.
Replacement housing may consist of new construction, moving of
existing dwellings, purchase of new mobile homes and/or elderlylow income rental housing. A survey of the prospective displacees
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revealed many "hard core" cases who either have low income, no_
income, or large families and whose present dwellings are marginal
(low value). Except for the "hard core" cases, the fair market
value of the acquired property plus the maximum amount ($15,000)
payable under Section 203 of P.L. 91-646 should be adequate to
allow relocation into decent, safe, and sanitary replacement
housing.
Field investigation discloses that the use of alternative
methods of providing replacement housing for the "hard core" displacees would exceed the monetary limit ($15,000) payable under
Section 203 of the Act and the sum realized from the sale of their
existing dwellings. The marginal property owners would have insufficient funds to relocate into decent, safe, and sanitary
housing. Many would be unable to obtain a mortgage or additional
financing because of their income status.
Prior to construction, the Division Engineer must certify
that decent, safe, and sanitary replacement housing will be
available within a reasonable time prior to displacement and
within the financial means of the displacees. "Last Resort Housing"
under Section 206(a) P.L. 91-646 will be recommended to provide
decent, safe, and sanitary replacement housing for certain "hard
core" cases.
A detailed report dealing with relocation of people displaced by the project will be included in the Real Estate Design
Memorandum.
69.

RECOMMENDATIONS, EXCEPTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Real estate costs have been estimated in accordance with
existing regulations, which require that acquisiton of land 300 ft.
horizontally from the full static pool elevations (620 ft. msl and
910 ft. msl) or from guide-taking lines 5 ft. above full static
pool elevations, whichever distance is greater. If this project
were constructed at the proposed elevations, this office would
recommend that improved properties situated within the 300-foot
horizontal strip, but above the full pool elevation plus a reasonable freeboard allowance, be excepted from acquisition.
Therefore, it will be recommended in the Real Estate Feature
Design Memorandum that approximately 28 improved properties situated
along a portion of Route 161 which would not require relocation
be excepted from the acquisition. The improvements are all in the
Lincoln School reservoir area. Total savings in real estate costs,
presently estimated at approximately $975,000 would be realized by
the exception of these properties from the proposed taking.
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70.

SUMMARY OF TOTAL ESTIMATED REAL ESTATE COSTS

a. General. - The following is a summary of the total
estimated Project Real Estate Costs, including both United States
and Canadian lands. The estimated costs have been adjusted to
reflect the $975,000 savings that would be realized from exceptions
to be recommended as discussed in paragraph 69.
It is noted that the estimated values of the interests proposed in the Canadian lands is presented for planning purposes
and is subject to refinement pending acceptable arrangements of
interests and compensation for the required lands.
SUMMARY
Total Estimated Real Estate
Costs in the United States

$30,300,000

Total Estimated Real Estate
Costs in Canada

3,000,000
Sub-Total

Less Recommended Exceptions
TOTAL ESTIMATED REAL ESTATE COSTS

$33,300,000
-975,000
$32,325,000

ROUNDED TO
$32,300,000
A Preliminary Estimate of Real Estate Costs is contained in
Appendix "I" of this Memorandum.
Z.
71.

RELOCATIONS

HIGHWAYS

a. General. - The only access to the Dickey-Lincoln School
Lakes project area, by way of public highways in the United States,
is provided by Maine State Highway Route No. 161 from the Town of
St. Francis and other points east of the project.
Access from the east and south to areas, generally west of
the Little Black River and north of the St. John River, by existing
public and private road systems would be interrupted by the proposed Dickey reservoir. An extensive system of logging roads exists
in the project area. Logging road access to about 191,000 acres in
the U.S.A. bounded by the U.S.A.-Canada boundary on the northwest,
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the Little Black River and its West Branch on the northeast, the
St. John River on the southeast, and the Big Black River and its
Shields Branch on the southwest would be encumbered. However, it
is considered that access to this area could be realized by a
more circuitous route south of the proposed reservoir. This
access route would require reservoir crossings consisting of a
series of causeways and bridges at the upper reaches of the
impoundment along the St. John River, the Big Black River and
the Shields Branch, generally along the existing tote road system.
The general location of these crossings are indicated on Figure
4A-8.
In view of the fact that the existing road system is in
private ownership, these crossings and the reconstruction of displaced roads would have to be constructed by the present owners.
The costs of these facilities, however, would be included as
severance damages payable by the Federal government. The current
real estate cost includes an estimated amount for severance
reflecting the estimated cost for replacement of the dislocated
road system. These crossings would be by the landowners, the
costs of which would be included in the land acquisition.
Access to areas which are north of the Little Black and
St. John Rivers in the vicinity of the project, would be
provided by means of a two-way public road across the top of
Lincoln School Dam.
Access from the east, to the project area and to areas south
of the St. John River, including the Allagash Wilderness Waterway,
would be maintained by relocation of portions of State Highway
Route No. 161, including a bridge over the Allagash River, and
relocation of a town road connecting the new bridge with the
access to the Wilderness Waterway and adjacent timberlands. The
above relocation would provide the only access from the east to
the northern end or terminus of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway.
The Waterway, which is not within the reservoir area, is a state
reservation one mile wide on each side of the Allagash River and
extending the entire length of the river, upstream from its confluence with West Twin Brook. West Twin Brook enters the Allagash
River about six river miles above the latter's confluence with the
St. John River.
The Maine Department of Transportation and the U.S. Department
of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, have reaffirmed
their previous determinations to the effect that a two-way public
roadway be constructed across Lincoln School Dam and a one-way
maintenance and emergency access roadway be constructed across
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Dickey Dam. Copies of letters received from each of these agencies
are included in Appendix F.
b. Canadian Roads. - Five public roads in the Province of
Quebec, Canada, cross an arm of the Dickey Lake which would extend
along the Shields Branch of the Big Black River from the U.S.A.
into Canada, where the Shields Branch is called the Riviere St. Roch.
Preliminary investigations based on using minimum elevations of
915 and 920 ft. msl, for road surfaces and bridge decks, respectively,
indicate that portions of the five public roads in Quebec Province
and associated six bridges over the Riviere St. Roch and one of its
tributaries, would be affected by the Dickey reservoir.
For ease of identification in this memorandum, the five roads
and six associated bridges in Canada have been numbered in ascending
order as they occur, proceeding upstream along the Riviere St. Roch
and tributary stream, from the U.S.A.-Canada border. The general
locations of the roads and bridges are shown on Plate No. 4A-3.
General data on the roads and bridges, based on preliminary
information received from the Minister of Transports of the
Province of Quebec, is as follows:
BRIDGES
No.

Type

Span
Tffl"
63

Roadway
Width
(ft)

Approx.
Deck Elev.
(ft. msl)

28.5

902

1

Steel Frame with
Wood Deck & Concrete
Abutments

2

Concrete

120 (3 spans)

30

906

3

Concrete

75 (3 spans)

30

905

4

Steel & Concrete

85 (2 spans)

20

911

5

Concrete

25

24

912

6

Steel & Wood

30

20

915
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ROADS

No.

Surface Type

Approx. Length
to be Relocated
(ft]

Gravel

2,200

2

Gravel

2,500

3

Bituminous

2,000

4

Gravel

5,000

5

Gravel

500

As previously discussed in Section Y - "Real Estate Requirements",
the disposition of Canadian lands and improvements would be subject
to the provisions of an agreement which must be negotiated between
the U.S. and Canada through the respective State Departments. Consequently, the exact nature, extent and cost of relocations work in
Canada cannot be determined at this time. The estimated costs
presented herein for Canadian relocations have been developed by
applying criteria considered to be reasonable at this stage of
the planning process. Specifically, on an interim basis, a minimum
control road surface elevation of 915 ft. msl, which is 5 ft. above
the maximum pool elevation for Dickey reservoir, has been used in
assessing the possible impact on roads. A minimum control deck
elevation of 920 ft. msl has been used for bridges. The additional
5 ft. at bridges has been provided as an allowance for recreational
clearance. The estimated cost of bridge relocation work included
in the total project cost estimate is based on replacing Bridge
No. 1, including its abutments, raising the superstructures of
Bridges 2 through 6, and extending, widening and strengthening
their abutments and piers as required to accommodate the raised
superstructures.
c. State Highway. - State Highway Route No. 161 is the only
public highway providing access to the reservoir area. In general.
Route 161 approaches the project area from the east and proceeds
upstream along the south (right) bank of the St. John River, in the
reach between the location proposed for Lincoln School Dam and the
confluence with the Allagash River, just downstream of Dickey Dam.
A state-owned highway bridge crossing the Allagash River constitutes the westerly terminus of Route 161 and links the state
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road with town-owned roads providing access to points further upstream along both the Allagc.sh and St. John Rivers. The state
bridge over the Allagash River has 3 spans totaling 400 ft. and
is a single lane, steel girder, concrete-decked structure having
a roadway clear width of 14 ft.
A second state-owned highway bridge carries Route 161 over
Negro Brook in the project area. The bridge over Negro Brook
is a two-lane structure having a roadway clear width of 28 ft. a
single span of 85 ft. and a concrete deck on steel girders.
Approximately 11 miles of State Highway Route No. 161 are
located in or adjacent to the project area, extending from a
point just downstream of Lincoln School Dam upstream to the State
Highway terminus at the Allagash River bridge. In the 11-mile
length, the road has a bituminous treated surface, roadway widths
of 16, 18, 20 and 22 ft., and shoulder widths of 2, 3 and 4 ft.
About 5 miles of the State Highway are below the maximum
pool elevation of Lincoln School Lake and would require relocation.
New two-lane bridges would be provided to carry Route 161 over
Negro Brook and to provide a crossing of the Allagash River at the
relocated terminus of Route 161. The new Allagash River bridge would
serve the dual purpose of providing access to the Dickey Dam complex
and maintaining access to a town road and, ultimately, to a private
road which provides the only access, from the north, to the Allagash
Wilderness Waterway Reservation and adjacent areas.
In accordance with the current practice of the Maine Department
of Transportation, a typical section for the relocated portions of
the State Highway would consist of a 3-inch bituminous concrete roadway, 22-ft. wide, on a 24-inch gravel base, with gravel shoulders
6 ft. wide. The total length of highway required to replace the
5 miles of existing highway to be relocated would be about 8 miles.
The increased length is due, primarily, to the additional length of
highway required to effect the relocated crossing of the Allagash
River.
The proposed relocation of State Highway Route No. 161 and the
bridges over the Allagash River and Negro Brook are shown on Plate
4A-28.
d. Town Roads. - There are approximately 13.4 miles of public
roads maintained by the Town of Allagash, which are located in the
project area.
About 9 miles of these roads are classified as State-aid
roads. Two State-owned bridges located upstream of the proposed
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location of Dickey Dam, carry the State-aid roads over the St. John
and Little Black Rivers. The bridge over the St. John River consists of 5 spans totaling 720 ft. and the bridge over the Little
Black River has 3 spans totaling 210 ft. Each of the two bridges
has a single-lane concrete deck 14 ft. wide between curbs.
The roadway surfaces of the State-aid roads are bituminous
surface treated gravel and untreated gravel. Total length of
bituminous treated surfaces is about 5 miles and roadway widths
vary from 16 to 18 ft., with shoulders varying from 1 to 3 ft.
Total length of untreated surfaces is about 4 miles and roadway
widths vary from 10 ft., with no shoulders, to 18 ft., with
3-foot shoulders.
The remaining 4.4 miles of town roads in the project area
are under the jurisdiction of the Town of Allagash. The surfaces
of these roads consist of bituminous surface treated gravel and
untreated gravel. Total length of bituminous treated surfaces
is about 3.3 miles and roadway widths vary from 14 to 18 ft.,
with shoulders varying from 1 to 3 ft. Total length of untreated
gravel surfaces is about 1.1 miles and roadway widths vary from
10 to 16 ft., with no shoulders. Roads used for hauling timber
and pulpwood are generally maintained in good condition.
Except for a portion of town road proposed to be relocated
as indicated below, all of the town roads, including the Stateaid roads and the two State-owned bridges over the St. John and
Little Black Rivers, would be abandoned because they are located
within the proposed construction and impoundment areas.
A portion of a town road located along the left bank of the
Allagash River in the reach immediately below the location of
Dickey Dam would be relocated to provide access to the Dickey Dam
complex, and to maintain access to the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, and the privately-owned timberlands south of the St. John
River. The relocated town road would provide a connection between
the new two-lane bridge proposed for crossing the Allagash River
and the existing access road to the Wilderness Waterway and beyond.
The network of existing town roads,including the State-aid
roads and associated State-owned bridges, and the proposed town
road relocation, are shown on Plate No. 4A-3.
e. Private Roads. - Many miles of private truck roads and
jeep trails have been constructed in the project area to haul
timber and pulpwood to Maine and Canadian markets. The through
truck routes are well constructed of gravel and are of sufficient
width to carry heavy loads at speeds which would be normal on
public highways. Bridges and culverts have been constructed at
many stream and river crossings.
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relocated highway and would have a length of about 8 miles. The
relocated pole line would terminate at or near the easterly end
of the relocated Allagash River bridge. There would be no continued need for the 7 miles of pole lines along the town roads
in Allagash and they would be abandoned.
b. Telephone Lines. - The Continental Telephone Company of
Maine provides telephone service to the project area over cables
on wooden poles used jointly with the electric company. Consequently, the length of telephone lines involved, their location and
disposition, would be approximately the same as described for
electric lines in the preceding paragraph.
74.

CEMETERIES

Investigations conducted to date have confirmed that there are
five cemeteries located within the reservoir area. In addition to
the five confirmed cemeteries, there is a possibility that a small
Indian cemetery and single graves of "river drivers" exist in the
area.
a. Confirmed Cemeteries. - Information on the five confirmed
cemeteries is as follows:
(1) Allagash Town Cemetery. - The Allagash Town Cemetery
is under the jurisdiction of the "own of Allagash. The cemetery is
located immediately below the proposed Dickey Dam, on the northerly
side of a State-aid road, about 0.3 mile northwesterly of the Allagash River bridge. The cemetery property has an area of about
40,900 square feet and contains about 117 graves. The earliest
known burial date is 1846.
(2) St. Paul's Catholic Cemetery. - St. Paul's Catholic
Cemetery is under the jurisdiction of the Pastor of St. Charles
Catholic Church, which is located in the Town of St. Francis. The
cemetery is on the northerly side of the same State-aid road as
the Allagash Town Cemetery, and is located about 1.3 miles downstream
of the bridge over the St. John River in the village of Dickey, Maine,
and about 0.7 of a mile above the proposed Dickey Dam. The cemetery
property has an area of about 16,560 square ft. and contains about
81 graves. The earliest known burial date is 1930.
(3) Baptist Cemetery. - The Baptist Cemetery is under the
jurisdiction of the Pastor or the First Baptist Church in the
village of Dickey. The cemetery is located in the village of
Dickey, about 1.7 miles above the proposed Dickey Dam, on the
southerly side of the same State-aid road as the Catholic and town
cemeteries, and about 0.3 mile downstream of the bridge over the
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St. John River at Dickey. The cemetery property has an area of
about 9,108 square ft, and contains about 73 graves. The earliest
known burial date is 1932.
(4) Gardner Cemetery. - Gardner Cemetery is a small
family burial ground located on the left bank of the St. John
River, approximately opposite the mouth of the Allagash River.
The burial ground contains about 5 graves and has an area of about
4,674 square ft. Preliminary investigations indicate that the
Gardner family heirs may elect not to have this burial ground
relocated.
(5) Currier Farms Cemetery. - Currier Farms Cemetery is
located on the left bank of the St. John River, in the relatively
remote Seven Islands area, about 20 river miles upstream of the
confluence with the Big Black River. The cemetery is located in
an unorganized township. Preliminary investigations indicate that
the property is now owned by the Great Northern Paper Company.
Local residents have confirmed that a small town existed in the
Seven Islands area, but was abandoned in the early 1900's. It
is reported that the cemetery contains about five graves. A
resident of the area has reported that a number of years ago, the
citizens of the community excavated their deceased and removed the
remains. Since that time, lumbering activities have further
damaged the cemetery. Archeological investigations conducted for
the Environmental Impact Statement indicate that the Seven Islands
area in which the cemetery is located, has the potential for
nomination as a Historic District.
b.

Unconfirmed Cemeteries

(1) Indian Cemetery. - Residents of the area have advised
that there is a small Indian cemetery located near the confluence
of the St. John and Big Black Rivers. This cemetery is located on
land now owned by the Great Northern Paper Company and, although it
is said to contain four or five graves, there are no stones or other
grave markers. This site is presently on the National Register of
Historic Properties.
(2) Single Graves. - In addition to the six cemeteries
mentioned above, single graves of "river drivers" are alleged to
exist in the remote areas of the project. Residents of the Allagash
area have mentioned their existence, but their locations and number
have not been confirmed.
c. Disposition of Cemeteries. - Based on investigations to
date, current planning with regard to the disposition of the above
cemeteries and single graves, if any are found, is as follows:
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The town Baptist and Catholic cemeteries would be relocated
and clustered into a cemetery complex. The concept of clustering
these three cemeteries into a relocated cemetery complex has been
initially approved by the respective officials of each cemetery.
Unless the Gardner family heirs elect not to have the Gardner
family cemetery relocated, this cemetery would be relocated to the
cemetery complex mentioned above.
In the event that the Seven Islands area and, consequently,
the Currier Farms Cemetery site, is nominated and approved for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic places, it is
considered that relocation of the cemetery would be necessary.
The relocated Currier Farms Cemetery would include any Indian
cemetery graves and the single graves of any "river drivers"
which might be found within the reservoir areas.
Approximate locations of the six cemeteries, either confirmed or alleged, as applicable, are shown on Plate No. 4A-3.
75.

PUBLIC FACILITIES

a. Allagash Regional School. - The Allagash Regional School
is under the jurisdiction of the School Committee of the Town of
Allagash and is attended by all children of Allagash, for all
grades.
The school is located in the Town of Allagash, on the
northerly side of Route 161, about 400 ft. easterly of the present
highway bridge over the Allagash River and about one mile downstream on the St. John River, from the proposed location of
Dickey Dam. For location, see Plate No. 4A-4.
The school building, a relatively modern, brick-faced
structure, was built in two increments. The original building
was built in 1948 and an addition was constructed in 1959. Each
building increment has its own sewage disposal system. The two
sewage disposal systems each consist of a septic tank and a leaching
field and are located in the rear of the building. Water is obtained
from a well located in the front of the building.
Maximum ultimate operating level proposed for the Lincoln School
reservoir is elevation 620 ft. msl and spillway design surcharge
elevation for Lincoln School Lake is 625 ft. msl.
Main or ground floor elevations for the original building and
the addition thereto are about 626.3 ft. msl and 626.8 ft. msl,
respectively. Each of the building increments has a partial basement.
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The basement space in the original building houses the boiler room
and has a finish floor elevation of about 615.9 ft. msl. The
basement space in the addition houses a boiler room, the boys and
girls locker rooms and a storage room. The boiler room space in
the addition has a finish floor elevation of about 614.3 ft. msl
and the remainder of the basement space in the addition has a
finish floor elevation of about 620.8 ft. msl.
The exact locations and elevations of the two sewage leaching
fields have not been determined, however, it is known that they
lie at elevations which would be below the groundwater table associated with the maximum operating level of the Lincoln School
reservoir and would have to be raised. Two new leaching fields,
each having a bottom elevation of 622 ft. msl, would be constructed
to replace the two existing fields.
Present plans call for the school building to remain. Groundwater at basement spaces below elevation 625 ft. msl, would be
controlled by means of subdrain systems and pumps. A subdrain
would be installed beneath the floor of the boiler room of the
original building, around its perimeter. This subdrain would discharge into a new sump pit to be located at the rear of the original
building. An existing 4-inch tile drain located around the perimeter
of the basement spaces of the building addition, would be disconnected from an existing sump and piped to the new sump pit mentioned
above. Water collected in the new sump pit would be pumped to the
Lincoln School reservoir.
A stone protection blanket would be provided along the present
right bank (looking downstream) of the Allagash River beginning,
approximately at the location of the existing Allagash River bridge
and extending downstream for a distance of about 1,500 ft. This
blanket would protect the bank from possible erosion caused by
fluctuating water levels in the Lincoln School pool.
b. Other Pub!ic Buildings. - The Maine Bureau of Forestry,
a department within the Maine Department of Conservation, owns
and operates facilities at two locations in Allagash in the
project area. The first of these facilities is located on the
easterly side of, and adjacent to, the Allagash Town Cemetery
previously described. When investigations were being conducted
for preparation of this design memorandum, the facility consisted
of a garage, a mobile home, well, sewage disposal system and a
two-story building which was under construction. The second of
these Bureau of Forestry facilities is located on the easterly
side of the town road which follows, generally, the left bank of
the Allagash River. The property is located about 1.3 river
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miles upstream from the present Allagash River bridge.
facility consists of a cottage, a shed and a barn.

The

Both of the Bureau of Forestry facilities are located in the
powerhouse tailrace site for the proposed Dickey Dam and must be
relocated, if further investigations confirm their continued need.
The Maine Bureau of Forestry also owns other facilities
within the project area, however, their number, location and
scope have not as yet been determined. Further investigations
will be made concerning these other facilities and the results of
such investigations will be reported in the subsequent Real Estate
design memorandum.
The United States Immigration Service operates a small cabin
facility located on privately-owned land within the Dickey
reservoir area. The cabin is located on the north (left) bank of
the Big Black River, at its juncture with the St. John River. This
Immigration Service facility would be acquired following normal
acquisition procedures.
c. Allagash Town Dump. - The Town of Allagash operates a
dump in the project area, on land owned by the Great Northern Paper
Company. The dump is located off the westerly side of the town
road which follows, generally, the left bank of the Allagash River,
about 2.5 river miles upstream of the present Allagash River bridge.
This is the proposed site for the Dickey substation. The private
property on which the dump is located would be acquired under
normal acquisition procedures.
Should the Town of Allagash acquire title to the lands presently
occupied by the town dump, the dump would be relocated by the
government.
76.

CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES

a. Contractors' Facilities. - The construction of the DickeyLincoln School Lakes complex would require a large work force with
varied construction skills. Typically, the labor requirements are
expected to peak during the summer construction season of the fourth
through the seventh construction year when the number of workers
required on the site would range from 900 to 1,900.
In conjunction with environmental impact studies, information
on labor availability was obtained from a survey of labor union
representatives and contractors in the Aroostook County area. Combined with the knowledge of the labor requirements needed for
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construction, the results indicated that approximately 29 percent
of the total work force needed could be supplied by local labor.
The remaining 71 percent of the required labor force is expected
to migrate into the area during peak construction seasons.
Within this migratory force, it is expected that a certain
base force of supervisory and administrative personnel would be
obtained. These supervisory and administrative personnel would
require year-round housing, and it is expected that they would
remain for a minimum of two full years. Their number has been
estimated to reach 240 workers during peak periods. The balance
of the migratory workers (1,100) are expected to be seasonal.
At present, local available housing is nearly non-existent.
Very few workers with their families could be assimilated into
the local and nearby communities. It can be reasonably assumed
that housing for all but the working residents would be made
available.
Two alternatives are available to house these workers. One
is to totally house them in mobile homes. The other is to house the
year-round workers in mobile homes and the seasonal workers in a
barrack-type construction camp which would be adequate for the
milder construction season. The latter alternative appears to be
the most feasible.
The town officials of St. Francis have indicated that land
adjacent to a 100-acre town-owned parcel could be available for
contractor facilities. The 100-acre town-owned tract will be
held available for possible replacement homesites for St. Francis
displacees.
In addition, land for temporary housing facilities could be
made available by acquiring or renting farmland in the area.
Existing unused farmlands in the vicinity would be ideally suited
for such a development. These lands, having been cleared, could
facilitate the construction of the camp and minimize the impact
on the area. When the need is over, the land could be restored
for farming purposes.
The temporary facilities would be furnished by the contractors.
Corps personnel would coordinate siting of these facilities with
respective town officials to effect necessary construction and,
after completion of the project, the ultimate removal in an orderly
manner with minimal possible impact.
b. Government Facilities. - An area office and supporting
facilities, including housing, would be required in the vicinity
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of the project. These facilities would include accommodations for
supervisory and administrative personnel, an engineering staff, and
an inspection staff. During the peak years of construction, the
government staff is expected to approach 100 people, the majority
of whom would be year-round employees. There are large open sites
of proposed land-takings that would prove adequate for the needs
of the government staff. Details of specific construction facilities required for the project will be addressed in the feeture
design memorandum for construction facilities.
AA.
77.

RECREATION RESOURCES

RECREATION RESOURCES

At the present time, recreational use is second only to timber
harvesting as the most significant activity in the Dickey-Lincoln
School Lakes project area. Existing recreation is very informal
in nature with the most common activities including wilderness
canoe trips, primitive camping, hunting and fishing. More than
one half of the estimated visitors to the project area in 1975
were not residents of Maine, and hunting accounted for nearly one
half of the total visitation of about 18,000 visitor days. Future
recreation visitation, projected without construction of the
project, is expected to double by the year 2000 and double again
oy 2025.
The full development of recreation facilities proposed, should
the project be constructed, is discussed in detail in the "Recreation
Resources" - Appendix A. With full development, visitation would
be expected to reach about 75,000 visitor days by the year 2000 and
nearly 100,000 visitor days by 2025, a 5-fold increase over present
recreational use. The recommended recreational development plan
provides for public use facilities to accommodate primitive, group
and destination camping, boating, fishing, picnicking, swimming,
hiking and sightseeing. Specific facility development would consist
of an intensive use area located near Dickey Dam and including a
visitor center, scenic overlook, picnic area, boat launching area,
swimming beach, destination campground and connecting trails. A
group camping area and primitive campsites would be provided apart
from the intensive use area, but accessible by boat, road or trail.
In addition, canoe takeout facilities would be provided on both
the St. John and Allagash Rivers upstream of the proposed impoundments.
The character of the St. John River would change within the
project area along with its recreational potential. Visitors would
still be able to enjoy the remoteness and solitude of the Maine woods,
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but with the assurance that the amenities of civilization are close
at hand. Canoeing, hunting and stream fishing would be replaced
by power boating and lake fishing, and hunting grounds would be
relocated.
Project facilities recommended in the development plan which
are considered to be the minimum development necessary for the
public health, safety and convenience, and which would be provided
at Federal cost, include the scenic overlook, visitor center and
the two canoe takeout areas. These facilities would be operated
and maintained by the Corps of Engineers. All of the other recommended recreation facilities would be subject to cost-sharing with
the State of Maine. Operation and maintenance of these facilities
would also be the responsibility of the State. However, a positive
indication of the State's willingness to participate in the recreation
development plan is dependent upon the Governor's future position on
the project, consideration of the then prevailing State priorities,
and availability of funds
The proposed
Fish and Wildlife
of the Recreation
Bureau of Outdoor

development plan was coordinated with the U.S.
Service and appropriate State agencies. A copy
Resources Appendix was also submitted to the
Recreation for review and comment.
BB.

78.

COST ESTIMATES

FIRST COSTS

a. General. - The following cost estimates represent the
cost for the initial planned development. A discussion of the
incremental added costs for the future additions is included in
paragraph 108. A summary of the total ultimate project cost,
which includes the initial and future developments, is presented
in paragraph 109.
Cost estimates for the dams and appurtenant facilities were
prepared by the Corps of Engineers, The cost of transmission
facilities was estimated by the Department of Interior.
b. Dams and Appurtenances. - The estimated first cost for the
dams and appurtenant facilities, including required real estate
acquisition, is $544 million. Unit prices used in estimating the
construction costs are based on March 1977 price levels. The unit
prices include all labor, equipment and materials required for
project construction including distribution of contractors' overhead, profit and temporary construction facilities. A contingency
allowance of 12 percent has been added to all construction costs.
An item has been included for cultural resources preservation.
This reflects the estimated cost for the excavation and associated
research activities for prehistoric and historic sites identified
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within the proposed impoundment. This estimate is based on an
archeological survey conducted for environmental studies. Details
of this estimate are included in Appendix D to the draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Valuations of real estate are based on gross appraisals reflecting March 1977 conditions and include all costs for resettlement
and acquisition as required by P.L. 91-646. A summary of costs by
various major features of work is presented in Table No. 2._ A
detailed breakdown of construction items, quantities and unit prices
are included in Appendix M. The preliminary estimate for real estate
costs is detailed in Appendix I.
c. Transmission Facilities. - The estimated first cost for^the
initial development for transmission facilities, including all lines
and supporting electrical equipment and power system control facilities, totals $146,300,000. A listing of various transmission components and respective estimated costs, based on March 1977 price
levels, is included in Appendix M.
TABLE NO. 2
Estimated
Cost
(March '77 price 1 <

Feature
01.
02.
03.
04.
07.
08.
14.
18.
19.
20.
30.
31.

79.

Lands and Damages
Relocations
Reservoir
Dams
Power Plants
Roads and Bridges
Recreation
Cultural Resources Preservation
Buildings, Grounds and Utilities
Permanent Operating Equipment
Engineering and Design
Supervision and Administration

$ 32,300,000
7,700,000
32,000,000
243,400,000
169,000,000
2,500,000
950,000
900,000
1,750,000
900,000
23,900,000
28,700,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST (CORPS)
TOTAL ESTIMATED TRANSMISSION
COST (DOI)

$544,000,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJECT COST
t * • . . - _

$690,300,000

146,300,000

ANNUAL COSTS

a. Dams and Appurtenances. - Average annual costs reflect
all direct annual economic costs that would be incurred through the
construction and future operation and maintenance of the project.
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Estimated annual costs include: interest and amortization of the
total project investment, including interest during construction
and the present worth of future recreation facilities; annual operation and maintenance costs, including pumping energy; the
annual equivalent for periodic replacement of major operating
equipment having an estimated life less than the project life;
loss of land taxes and a value representing the annual equivalent
for lost recreational opportunities. The derivation of the annual
costs for operation and maintenance and major replacements is
included in paragraphs 90 and 91, respectively. Derivations of the
lost land taxes and lost recreational opportunities are described
in Appendices I and A, respectively.
As noted in paragraph 14 - "Plan Formulation and Evaluation",
the authorized interest rate for the project is 3-1/4 percent.
However, an analysis has also been included for the prevailing
(FY 1977) water resources interest rate of 6-3/8 percent as an
indication of the project's sensitivity to the higher rate. The
project's economic life is 100 years.
b. Transmission Facilities. - The average annual costs for
transmission facilities hava been computed by the DOI and include
the annual interest and amortization on the initial investment,
including interest during construction, and all annual operation
and maintenance expenses. The amortization period veries by
specific facilities. Transmission lines with steel towers would
have a 50-year life and with wood towers a 40-year life. Substations and power system controls would have 30 and 22-year
service lives, respectively. The DOI amortizes the cost of these
facilities over their respective service lives with full replacement following. This procedure checks closely with the alternate
method of analyses wherein future replacements would be present
worthed and amortized over the project life. The annual charges
were computed for both the 3-1/4 and 6-3/8 percent interest rates.
An adjustment has been made in the annual costs for transmission facilities to reflect future wheeling-by-others on the
section of transmission extending from Granite to Essex, Vermont.
Private development of this line was planned in the 1989-1993 period.
Should the project be constructed, the line could be used for
wheeling-by-others. The adjustment is based on the assumption that
the project would be operational in 1987 and that wheeling of power
by others would be initiated in 1993. Full Federal cost was amortized for the period 1987-1993 with an assumed 50 percent reduction
in Federal costs derived from wheeling revenue from the period
1993 through the end of project life 2087- Utilizing the present
worth uniform annuity series, the cost was equated to an average
annual value of $390,000 and $450,000 for 3-1/4 percent and 6-3/8
percent interest rates, respectively. Although wheeling-by-others
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over some of the other segments of proposed transmission line
would be likely, should the project be constructed, no attempt
has been made to quantify the potential credit at this time.
Table No. 3 on the following page summarizes the annual costs
for the dams and appurtenances and for transmission facilities.
80.

COMPARISON OF COST ESTIMATES

a. Comparison of Cost Estimates. - The latest approved
estimate for the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project was included
in the Project Cost Estimate (PB-3) reflecting October 1976 price
levels. The estimated cost for the dams and appurtenances was
$533 million. The present estimated cost (March 1977 price levels)
is $544 million or an increase of $11 million over the previous
estimate. The latest estimate is based upon a complete re-examination
of the project's general design and requirements of all project
features to reflect current criteria, policies and latest available
field data. The cost changes for the major project features are
listed in Table No. 4.
b. Reasons for Changes in Cost Estimate. - The reasons for
the major changes between the latest approved cost estimate
(October 1976) and the estimate included in this design memorandum
follow. The amount of cost change for each item is shown on Table
No. 4.
(1) Lands and Damages. - Reflects an updating of properties
and property values in the project area including a recent timber
appraisal. Includes an increase in severance costs associated
with timberland access disrupted by project.
(2) Relocations. - Reduction reflects latest design
input by the State of Maine, Department of Transportation.
(3) Reservoirs. - Reflects the proposed lower limit of
reservoir clearing. An explanation of this proposal is contained
in paragraph 63 - "Dickey Reservoir Clearing".
(4) Dams. - The reduction is a net amount resulting from
a series of changes in both Dickey and Lincoln School Dams. The
following paragraphs highlight the major changes.
(a) Dickey Dam had a net increase of $1.2 million.
The previous estimate was based on the upper level outlet works
serving to control water quality releases. Subsequent studies
revealed that the water quality control aspect was not needed. As
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TABLE NO. 3
SUMMARY OF ANNUAL COSTS
(March '77 price levels)
DAMS AND APPURTENANCES

3-1/4%

6-3/8%

Total Investment
Construction Cost of Dams
Interest During Construction
Present worth of future recreation
facilities
Total

$544,000,000
56,600,000

$544,000,000
111,000,000

236,000
$600,836,000

170,000
$655,170,000

20,356,000
2,100,000
4,380,000
315,000
142,000
193,000
$ 27,486,000

41,852,000
2,100,000
4,380,000
166,000
142,000
136,000
$ 48,776,000

146,300,000
10,410,000
$156,710,000

146,300,000
20,920,000
$167,220,000

$

6,950,000
3,650,000

$11,610,000
3,650,000

- 390,000
$ 10,210,000

- 450,000
$ 14,810,000

$ 27,486,000
10,210,000
$ 37,696,000

$ 48,776,000
14,810,000
$ 63,586,000

Annual Costs
Interest and Amortization
Operation and Maintenance
Pumping Power (438,000,000 kwh x $.010)
Major Replacements
Loss of Land Taxes
Lost recreational opportunities
Subtotal Dams
TRANSMISSION LINES
Total Investment
Construction Costs of Transmission Line
Interest During Construction
Total
Annual Costs
Interest and Amortization
Operation and Maintenance
Reduction - future wheeling-byothers; Granite-Essex
Subtotal Transmission
TOTAL PROJECT ANNUAL COSTS
Dams and Appurtenances
Transmission Facilities
Total Annual Costs
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TABLE NO . 4
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES
(All Values in $1,000)
PB-3
Oct. '76 P.L.

Current
Mar. '77 P.L.

5,600

$ 25,200

$ 32,300

Relocations

3,000

8,460

7,700

Reservoirs

2,330

19,600

32,000

105,690

244,500

243,400

-

79,020

179,000

169,000

- 10 ,000

Roads & Bridges

700

2,500

2,500

Recreation Facilities

-

630

950

+

320

Cultural Resources

-

900

+

900

Buildings, Grounds & Utilities

930

1,830

1,750

-

80

Permanent Operating Equipment

-

880

900

+

20

9,600

23,000

23,900

+

900

Supervision 8r Administration

11,830

27,400

28,700

+

1 ,300

TOTAL

$218,700

$533,000

$544,000

Project Report
1964 P.L.

Project Feature
Lands & Damages

$

Dams
Power Plants

Engineering & Design

-

Change
(Mar'77 minus
+$ 7 ,100
-

760

+ 12 ,400
1 ,100

+$11,000

a result, the tower and controls were simplified and the cost was
reduced by approximately $11.8 million. The reduction in the outlet works was offset by the added cost ($11.2 million) for the
concrete non-overflow section extending between the spillway crest
and the south side of the headworks structure. Previously, an earth
dike was contemplated in this reach and was subsequently abandoned
in order to provide an acceptable penstocks headworks approach.
Additional significant changes included a $1.9 million increase
in the cost of the headworks and penstocks.
(b) Lincoln School had a net decrease of $2.3
million. Nearly $1.9 mil 1 ion of the savings was attributed to
the reduction in the amount of excavation required for the common
powerhouse and the spillway approach and discharge channels. As
a result of a reduction in the length of the powerhouse, the width
of the approach and discharge channels were correspondingly reduced
resulting in less required excavation. The bulk of the remaining
savings is attributed to the better utilization of excavated materials.
(5) Power Plants. - The reduction reflects results of
prelininary powerhouse design and cost estimates prepared by the
North Pacific Division (NPD). A description of major changes at
Dickey and Lincoln School powerhouses follows:
(a) Dickey decreased about $17 million. The redesign
of the powerhouse resulted in a substantially shorter and narrower
powerhouse. The smaller powerhouse requires less excavation and
less concrete with a net savings of approximately $5 million.
The previous estimate also contained $6.4 million for the cost of
the substation which is the responsibility of the DOI and has been
included in DOI1s estimated cost for transmission facilities. Other
savings reflect primarily a reduction in the estimated cost of
power transformers, and miscellaneous mechanical and electrical
equipment based on the analysis by NPD.
(b) Lincoln School increased about $7 million. NPD's
design resulted in a shorter powerhouse but the decrease in length
was offset by an increase in width and depth. The quantity of concrete increased by approximately 46,000 c.y. for a cost increase
of $6.3 million.
c. Cost Change from Authorizing Document. - As noted in
Table No. 4, the estimated project cost in the authorizing document,
based on 1964 price levels, totaled $218.7 million. The March 1977
estimate represents an increase of $325.3 million or about 150 percent.
By comparison, the Engineering News Record cost indices increased
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A Critical Path Method (CPM) schedule has been developed for
the design and construction features of the project. Early design
items have been identified and would receive priority attention
should decisions be favorable to continuation of the project.
82.

SCHEDULE FOR CONSTRUCTION

a. Construction Schedule. - Construction of the project,
including the acquisition of all necessary lands, would require
approximately eight years to complete. Initial power-on-line is
expected to occur some six years after initiation of on-site construction. Power generation is expected to be increased incrementally
until total power-on-line is achieved 1-1/4 years later. The proposed
year-by-year construction schedule of the principal project features
is shown on Plate 4A-35. A more detailed breakdown of the construction schedule for the Dickey and Lincoln School powerhouses are
shown on Plates 4A-36 and 4A-37, respectively. The sequence of
construction for the powerhouses has been developed through consultation with the North Pacific Division.
The project features of the overall development plan are
reasonably dispersed such that a number of separate construction
contracts could be let without creating an excessive amount of
interference among contractors. Present plans envision awarding
numerous individual contracts which would include:
Clearing of Impoundment Areas
Relocation of Route 161
Relocation of Cemeteries
Construction of Dikes
Construction of Lincoln School complex (complete)
Dickey Development Contracts:
Construction of Upper and Lower Level Tunnels
and Control Works
Construction of Embankments and Spillway
Construction of Headworks, Penstocks and
Powerhouse
Due to numerous variables, the number and size of contracts
would be flexible. Appropriation of design and construction funds,
lead time and priority of project features are examples of factors
that would affect the contract scheduling. Future construction
management utilizing the project's CPM schedule would be accomplished
to identify and schedule construction contract packages to provide
for optimum prosecution of work.
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b. Manpower. - It is estimated that approximately 11 million
hours of on-site labor would be required to construct the proposed
project. This equates to approximately 6,000 man-years of effort.
The average work force during winter months would be about 200
people, and during the construction seasons would average about
1,000 people with peaks of 1,900 people during the fourth through
seventh years.
The normal work hours during the construction season (May October) would be ten hours per day, six days per week with two
shifts per day for the Dickey Dam embankment. Work hours for
placing Lincoln School embankment would consist of an eight-hour
single shift, five days per week. During the off-season (November April) work hours would normally be eight hours per day, five days
per week.
DD.
83.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The various functions of the water regulation operations at
Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes would demand close cooperation and
coordination among the power marketing agency, Corps of Engineers, New
England and New Brunswick power companies, Fish and Game Agencies,
local Interests, and others in order to secure the maximum project
benefits to the region. The administration of the regulation programs would at all times reflect full and due consideration of these
interests. Functional water regulation would be the responsibility
of the Engineering Division with basic control in the Water Control
Branch. Physical operation and maintenance of the project would be
the responsibility of the Operations Division. On-site project
responsibility would be assigned to an Engineer-in-Charge.
Details of organization and responsibilities, liaison with
other agencies, coordinated regulation with other reservoirs in the
basin, and related matters will be described in the Master Water
Control Manual for the St. John River basin.
84.

STAFFING RECOMMENDED

a. General. - The staffing of the project would consist of the
General Administration personnel, Power Plant Supervisors, Power
Plant Operators, Power Plant Maintenance personnel, Project Management Supervisors, Recreation-Resource Management personnel and
General Maintenance personnel. The organization for the Operation
and Maintenance of this project is shown on Table No. 5. Administrative and technical support for the project would be provided by
the New England Division Headquarters.
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TABLE NO. 5
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
ON-SITE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

b. Staffing. - Staffing as indicated in Table No. 5 and
related direct annual costs (without mark-ups) follow;
(1)

General Administration:
No.

Position
Engineer-in-Charge
Assistant Engineer-in-Charge
Administrative Officer
Clerk - Supply
Clerk - Stenographer
Engineering Technician

Grade
GS-13
GS-12
GS-09
GS-04
GS-04
GS-07

The total annual cost for personnel in the General Administration staff is estimated to be $89,000.
(2)

Power Plant Supervisors:
No.
1
1

Position
Power Plant Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent

Rate
WS-12
WS-11

Total annual cost is estimated to be $33,000.
(3)

Power Plant Operations Section:
No.
3
6
3
1

Position
Senior Operators, Control Room
Operators
Junior Operators, Plant Floor
Trainee

Rate
WB-10
WB-08
WB-07
WB-05

Total annual cost is estimated to be $115,000. A recommended shift schedule for Power Plant Operation is shown on Table
No. 6.
Power Plant Maintenance Section:
No.
1
2
1
2
1
1
2

Position
Chief Electrician
Electricians
Master Mechanic
Mechanics
Mechanic Helper
Electronic Technician
Trainees

Rate
WB-12
WB-10
WB-12
WB-10
WB-08
WB-10
WB-05

Total annual cost is estimated to be $105,000.
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TABLE NO. 172
SHIFT SCHEDULE
MONDAY
Superintendent

TUESDAY
Superintendent

WEDNESDAY
Superintendent

1st

Asst. Super.

SHIFT

Sr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Sr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Sr: Operator

2nd

Operator

Operator

Operator

SHIFT

Operator
Jr. Operator

Jr. Operator

Jr. Operator

Sr. Operator
3rd
SHIFT

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Jr. Operator
Trainee

Trainee

Trainee

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Superintendent

Superintendent

Asst. Super.

Asst. Super.

Sr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Sr. Operator

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Asst. Super.

Asst. Super.

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Operator

Sr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Operator

Operator

Jr. Operator

Jr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Operator

Operator

Jr. Operator

Jr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Sr. Operator

Operator

Operator

Jr. Operator

Jr. Operator

Trainee

Trainee

(5)

Project Management Supervisors:
No.
1
1

Position

Grade

Project Manager
Assistant Project Manager

GS-12
GS-11

Total annual cost is estimated to be $40,000.
(6)

Recreation-Resource Management Section:
No.
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
2
2

Position

Grade

Supervisor Recreation Resource
Forester
Outdoor Recreation Planner
Wildlife Biologist
Park Rangers
Forest Aid
Biologist Technician
Park Technicians (temporary)
Forestry Technicians (temporary)
Biological Aids (temporary)

GS-11
GS-09
GS-09
GS-09
GS-07
GS-06
GS-06
GS-04
GS-04
GS-04

Total annual cost is estimated to be $137,000.
Eight permanent positions would be needed for RecreationResource Management activities to provide for law enforcement needs,
land and water management and visitor center staffing. Five temporary Park Technicians, two temporary Forestry Technicians and two
temporary Biological Aids would be required to supplement permanent
positions in the Resource Management Section.
The duties of the permanent personnel in the RecreationResource Section would be as follows:
Position

Duties

Supervisor Recreation-Resource
Management

Supervise overall recreation
resources management program.

Forester

Implement forest management
program.

Forestry (Technician) Aid

Conduct forest management
treatments and inventories.

Wildlife Biologist

Implement fisheries and wildlife management programs.
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Duties

Position
Biological Technican (Wildlife)

Conduct habitat improvement
programs and fisheries/wildlife inventories.

Outdoor Recreation Planner

Coordinate management planning
for outdoor recreation;
supervise interpretive and
law enforcement programs.

Park Rangers

Staff visitor center and provide interpretive services.
Conduct and oversee law
enforcement and land and
water management activities
(leases , trails, etc.).

General Mainterance Section:
No.
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
6

Position

Rate
WB-12
WB-10
WB-10
WB-10
WB-09
WB-09
WB-08
WB-09
WB-10
WB-05

Maintenance Foreman
Electrician
Pipefitter
Carpenter
Painters
Equipment Operators
Motor Vehicle Operators
Auto Mechanic
Machinist
Laborers

Total annual cost is estimated to be $200,000.
In summary, the number of personnel required to adequately operate and maintain Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes power
project would be as follows:
Permanent

Temporary

General Administration Staff
Power Plant Supervisors
Power Plant Operation Section
Power Plant Maintenance Section
Project Management Supervisors
Recreation-Resource Management Section
General Maintenance Section

6
2
13
10
2
8
1_8

9
_

TOTAL

59

9
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85.

SUPERVISION AND OPERATION

A close relationship would exist between the number of operation employees, their duties and responsibilities. The Engineer-inCharge would have the responsibility of the entire project. He
would have direct supervision over the General Administration staff,
the Project Managers and the Power Plant Supervisors and would insure that the project would be operated and maintained in a safe,
efficient and reliable manner. The Project Manager would supervise
Project Management, Recreation-Resource Management Section and the
General Maintenance Section, and would be responsible for dam
structures, dikes, grounds, buildings, utilities, the reservoir and
recreation. The Power Plant Supervisor would supervise the Power
Plant Operation Section and the Power Plant Maintenance Section and
would be responsible for insuring that the equipment in the power
plant and related facilities function properly. He would also
coordinate all regulated releases and power schedules upon advice
from the Water Control Branch of the Engineering Division.
The responsibilities of the operators in the plants would cover
a wide range of duties. The following summarizes the major duties:
a. Placing generators in service and removing them from
service when not needed.
b. Reporting on system operating condition, performing line
switching and other duties required for normal operation.
c. Resolving operation emergencies as they arise. The scope
of such operation varies from protecting valuable equipment from
damage to maintaining the system in operable status and restoring
outages as quickly as possible to protect firm power commitments
of the marketing agency.
d.

Operating plant intake and reservoir outlet works.

e.

Maintaining adequate records.

f.

Establishing maintenance schedules.

Under present plans, the Lincoln School Power Plant would be
operated by remote control from the Dickey Power Plant. The
Power Plant and Control Works Maintenance Section would perform
ordinary maintenance and repair work as may be required for both
plants. The maintenance of buildings, grounds and utilities would
be accomplished by the General Maintenance Section.
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86.

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

Dickey - Powerhouse. - The major equipment planned at
a>
Dickey'includes 4 generators with a nameplate rating of 190,000
kilowatts (kw) for a total installed capacity of 760,000 kw.
Francis turbines, rated at 300,000 horsepower (hp) each, would
develop this nameplate capacity at a minimum head of 248 ft.
b. Lincoln School - Powerhouse. - The major equipment planned
at Lincoln School includes two 30,000 kw and one 10,000 kw generator
driven by variable blade Kaplan turbines.
The Francis and Kaplan units would be scheduled to be overhauled every four years. During this overhaul, necessary maintenance, service and inspection on the generator, exciters,
bearings, controls, breakers, turbines, etc., would be performed.
The generator air and oil cooler, and the governor would be inspected and serviced as required. The turbine gland would be
cleaned, inspected and repacked and the turbine runners repaired,
if needed.
Scheduled maintenance would be performed on switchgear,
insulation, bus disconnects, etc. The manufacturers recommended
maintenance schedule would be strictly adhered to for all equipment
installed in the project.
The most appropriate time of the year to schedule major
maintenance work would be in the spring when the pool is filling
and the power demands are light.
c. Buildings, Grounds and Lake. - Any repeated work, necessary
to maintain the project properly, such as mowing grass, removing
snow, applying herbicide, removing trash and removing debris
from the log boom is considered scheduled maintenance.
87.

UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

Unscheduled maintenance would consist of unforeseen work that
may be accomplished either by contract or in-house labor. The
work may consist of major breakdowns of equipment in the power
plants, spillway tainter gates or operating gates. Unscheduled
maintenance outside the power plant may consist of removing rock
slides, debris removal, repairing roads and all items of work that
cannot be scheduled on a routine basis. To minimize major breakdowns of equipment, an extensive preventive maintenance program would
be practiced. It is expected, however, that the unscheduled maintenance cost would be high for the first few years of plant operation
due to corrective measures normally experienced during the early
operation phases. When these early operation conditions are corrected,
the unscheduled maintenance cost should decrease.
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88.

EQUIPMENT AND SHOPS

a. Equipment. - Permanent operating equipment includes all
project-owned tools and equipment used for reservoir, grounds,
communication, transportation and powerhouse operation and maintenance. The estimated cost of the permanent operating equipment
is as follows:
Floating plant
Mobile land plant
Auxiliary maintenance equipment
Furniture, tools & misc. equipment
Microwave/system communications
Water quc.lity/hydrologic instrumentation
Sub-Total
Contingencies (12%)
TOTAL PERMANENT OPERATING EQUIPMENT

$250,000
145,000
90,000

100,000

115,000

100,000

$800,000
100,000
$900,000

b. Shops. - A combination machine and electric shop would
be constructed in the powerhouse at Dickey to maintain the equipment at Dickey and Lincoln School powerhouses. The General Maintenance facilities would have three maintenance shops separate from
the powerhouses for use in the maintenance of buildings, grounds
and utilities. The three maintenance shops would consist of a
carpenter and paint shop, a plumbing and machine shop and an
electrical shop.
89.

HOUSING JUSTIFICATION

ER 415-2-301, "Construction Policies and Practices", states
in part that housing facilities for operating personnel will be
constructed when housing is inadequate within either the immediate
vicinity of the project or within a reasonable commuting distance.
A housing survey was conducted in Allagash, St. Francis and
St. John. This study revealed that there is an acute shortage of
rental units and of single family dwellings which are available
for sale in these three communities. There are no apartment complexes in these towns. The turnover of dwellings is very low. The
few dwellings which are sold each-year in these locales are usually
sold to a relative or to a person having strong ties to that
community.
The existing dwellings that would be acquired within the
project area are mostly of the older type which do not lend
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themselves to feasible renovation or relocation. Also, it is
anticipated that many of the property owners within the project
area would request salvage rights on their dwellings.
Based on the results of the housing survey, it is recommended
that housing for four operating personnel be constructed by the
government. Due to the effect of climate conditions on design and
the value of materials, the estimated cost of housing may exceed
cost limitation cited in ER 415-2-301. Request for an exception
would be processed at the appropriate time should future studies
confirm the anticipated higher costs.
The Power Plant Superintendent and his Assistant, the Chief
Electrician and the Master Mechanic would be required to live in
government-furnished quarters on the project.
The Power Plant Superintendent,or in his absence the Assistant
Project Manager, would have to be available for recall during unusual
emergency or weekend periods. Their responsibility would cover the
power plants and related functions.
The Chief Electrician and the Master Mechanic would have to be
available for recall during nights or weekend periods to repair
equipment as may be required during unusual emergencies in both
power plants.
The above housing requirements are based on conditions that
exist at the present time. Another housing survey would be conducted during the construction phase to determine what effect the
construction of the project would have on the availability of
adequate housing in the area for operating personnel.
90.

COST OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

This section summarizes the project's total estimated annual
operation and maintenance expenses. The costs are divided into
those that would be incurred at the project site and those support
costs incurred at the New England Division Headquarters.
The estimated costs follow:
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a.

On-site Costs
(1)

Labor Costs
General Administration Staff
$ 89,000
Power Plant Supervisors
33,000
Power Plant Operation Section
115,000
Power Plant Maintenance Section
105,000
Project Manager Section
40,000
Recreation-Resource Mgt. Section 137,000
General Maintenance Section
200,000
Total Labor (direct)
Government Contrib. (10%)
Sub-total
Division Overhead (23%)

$719,000
71 ,900
$790,900
182,100

Total Labor Costs
(2)

$973,000

Other Costs
Materials & Supplies
Utilities (phone, power, heat,
etc.)
Radio Maintenance
Structural Inspection
Water Quality
Trash Removal
Removing Floating Debris
Travel & Per Diem

$300,000
75,000
5,000
10,000
40,000
10,000
40,000
7,000

Total Other Costs

$487,000

TOTAL ON-SITE COSTS
b.

$1,460,000

Off-site Costs (Division Headquarters)
Real Estate Division
Operations Division
Engineering Division
Construction Division
Planning Division

$ 25,000
135,000
175,000
15,000
45,000

Sub-total
Government Contrib. (10%)
Sub-total
Technical Overhead (20%)
Sub-total
Division Overhead (23%)

$395,000
39,500
$434,500
86,900
$521,400
118,600

TOTAL OFF-SITE COSTS
TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
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$

640,000

$2,100,000

91.

MAJOR REPLACEMENTS

An allowance has been included to reflect the equivalent
annual cost for future major replacements. Table No. 7 presents
the derivation of the average annual cost at both the 3-1/4 and
6-3/8 percent interest rates. The estimated service lives and
percent replacement utilized for each item are generally consistent with data included in Appendix I to Chapter 8 of ER 37-2-10.
The estimated cost for the replacement parts is based on March 1977
constant dollars.
The average annual cost for major replacements totals $315,000
at the 3-1/4 percent rate and $166,000 at 6-3/8 percent.
EE.
92.

RESERVOIR REGULATION

POWER POOL LEVELS

a. General. - The minimum and maximum levels of the power
pools at the two lakes have been established as follows:
Pool Elevation
(ft. msl)

Active-Storage
(acre-ft.)

Minimum

Maximum

868

910

2,900,000

595
590

612
620

32,450
59,090

Dickey Lake
Lincoln School Lake:
Initial
Ultimate

b. Dickey Lake. - Levels at Dickey Lake have been established for seasonal flow regulation, and the minimum elevation of
868 ft. msl was established from critical hydro-period studies. The
minimum of 868 ft. msl occurred once in the 41 years of hydrologic
record used for project simulation studies. Normal annual minimums
of about elevation 888 ft. msl, i.e. 22 ft. drawdown, would occur
in late March.
The simulation studies indicated that during the summer
season of June to October, the Dickey Lake level would fall or
rise only slightly, depending upon hydrologic and electric load
conditions.
During a normal year, Dickey Lake would be nearly full in June
following the spring refill period and then lower about 1.5 ft. by
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TABLE NO. 7
DERIVATION OF ANNUAL MAJOR REPLACEMENT COSTS
(March 1977 Price Levels)
Item

04.

Estimated Cost of Replacement Items
(All costs in $1 ,000)

DAMS - Dickey •

20

Service Life
40
35

Elevator
Trash racks
Miscellaneous gates/controls
07.

50

40
955
335

POWER PLANT - Dickey

1 ,680

Accessory Electrical Equipment
Mechanical Equipment
Transformers
Turbines, generators, governors

1 ,335
2,580
6,500

6,900

- Lincoln School
350
370

Accessory Electrical Equipment
Mechanical Equipment
Transformers
Turbines, generators, governors
19.

BUILDINGS, GROUNDS & UTILITIES

20.

PERMANENT OPERATING EQUIPMENT

Service
Life
(yr)
20
35
40
50

300

1,600

2,700
730

TOTALS

670
(670)

(T0^980)

_ _ _
(5,065) (10,330)
Average
Annual Cost

Composite PW/CRF
Factors
(6-3/8%)
3-1/4%
.0349
.0147
.0120
.0068

(.0260)
(.0082)
(.0058)
(.0029)

X
X

670

10,980

X

=
s:

5,065

X

Average Annual Cost - Major Replacements:

3-1/4%

6-3/8%

10,330

=
TOTALS

23

161
61

70
315
$315,000

(
(
(
(

17)
90)
29)
30)

(166)

$166,000

94.

RESERVOIR FILLING

a. Dickey. - Reservoir filling would be initiated as soon
as embankments are raised to safe elevations and outlet structures
are capable of maintaining required outflows. It is currently
planned to impound storage in accordance with stipulations identified in the previously proposed international treaty. On this
basis, filling would require a minimum of three spring runoff
seasons to obtain an operational pool level and a minimum of four
seasons to fill the pool to maximum power pool. However, total
impacts would have to be determined, including any payment for
lost downstream energy, before a plan of filling is finalized.
b. Lincoln School. - Lincoln School Lake can be filled
quickly from Dickey or by impounding flows from the Allagash
River. The 34,700 acre-ft. of inactive storage below elevation
595 ft. msl represents less than 0.5 inch of runoff from the
Allagash River and would be impounded when most convenient to
the government.
95.

DOWNSTREAM FLOW REGULATION

Regulation of discharges from the project would be governed
by those seasonal requirements identified in paragraph 93, with
hourly changes in discharge being directly related to electric
power loads. Dickey releases, except during rare flood events,
would be made through the turbines and would range between zero
and approximately 40,000 cfs. Lincoln School Lake would partially
reregulate peaking releases from Dickey and would discharge water
mainly through turbines with a maximum hydraulic capacity of
16,000 cfs and a minimum capacity of 1,000 cfs. Occasionally in
the spring discharges would be passed through the gated spillway
when flows exceed turbine capacity.
FF.
96.

BENEFITS

POWER

Power would be the principal benefit realized through implementation of the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project. On-site
annual power generation of 1.45 billion kilowatt-hours (kwh) would
result from the total initial installed capacity of 830,000 kw
(944,000 kw dependable capacity) of which 190,000 kw would be of
pumped storage capability. Additional annual power generation of
350 million kwh would also be gained at downstream Canadian power
plants due to seasonally regulated flows from the project.
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The power generation at the Dickey facility would be peaking
power (15.4 percent capacity factor) amounting to 1,182,600,000 kwh
annually from a dependable capacity of 874,000 kw. The Lincoln
School facility would generate intermediate power (42.9 percent
capacity factor) amounting to 262,800,000 kwh annually from a
dependable capacity of 70,000 kw. The increased generation at
downstream Canadian plants is assumed to be off-peak energy.
The power benefits for Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes are equated
to the cost of the most feasible privately-financed equivalent
alternative sources of power likely to develop in the absence of
the Federal project. The unit power values, furnished by the
Federal Power Commission, are based on gas turbines for the portion
of project power expected to be marketed for peaking purposes and
a combined cycle generation plant as an alternative for that
portion to be marketed as intermediate power. The downstream
energy is assumed to be off-peak energy and equivalent to fuel
saving costs.
In conjunction with the public involvement workshop program,
a document was prepared by the Federal Power Commission which explains the derivation of power values used in this document. A
copy is included in Appendix E.
A summary of the power benefits follows in Table No. 8.
97.

RECREATION

a. General. - The Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project would
alter the existing recreation patterns within the project area.
At the present time, this area is valued for its semi-wilderness
quality with hunting, white-water canoeing, and stream fishing
especially valued. The project would reduce these wilderness
activities within the project site (canoeing would be eliminated)
and substitute, in their place, flat-water recreation and increased
day-activity usage.
b. Benefits. - Derivation of the recreation benefits and
costs discussed in this section is presented in the "Recreation
Resources" Appendix A.
A comparison of the projected recreational usage of the area
without-the-project with the estimated future recreational use
with-the-project was used as a basis for developing the recreational
benefit. On this basis, at the 3-1/4 percent interest rate, the
average annual recreation benefit without Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes
totals $388,000 as compared to $374,000 with the proposed full development for a net annual loss of $14,000. At the 6-3/8 percent interest
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TABLE NO. 8
ANNUAL POWER BENEFITS
(March 1977 Price Levels)
DICKEY DAM
Peaking Power (15.4% Capacity Factor)
874,000 kw x .904 x $30.00

=

$23,703,000

1,182,600,000 kwh x .914 x $.034

=

36,750,000

70,000 kw x .980 x $68.50

=

4,699,000

262,800,000 kwh x .989 x $.026

=

6,758,000

=

3,500,000

Total Annual Power Benefit

$75,410,000

LINCOLN SCHOOL DAM
Intermediate Power (42.9% Capacity Factor)

DOWNSTREAM POWER
350,000,000 kwh x $.010

Note:

1.

The .904, .914 etc. factors noted reflect estimated
reduction in capacity and energy outputs due to
transmission line losses.

2.

Cost of pump-back energy is included in project annual
Operation & Maintenance costs.
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rate, the relative values are $307,000 without and $329,000 with
the project for a net annual gain of $22,000,
In order to evaluate the economic justification of providing
recreational facilities - should the project proceed to construction - the procedures described in the following paragraphs
were used to record the benefits that would be realized through
site development and to properly reflect the lost opportunity
cost due to benefits foregone.
To measure the incremental benefits associated with full
development of the project, annual recreational usage and related
benefit values were also estimated for a project with minimum
required facilities. The pertinent data is summarized as follows:
Annual Recreation Benefits

3-1/4%

6-3/8%

Without project
With minimal facilities
With full development

$388,000
202,000
374,000

$307,000
184,000
329,000

The annual recreation benefit for the project is defined as
the difference in benefits between full development and the minimal required facilities, i.e. $374,000 - $202,000 or $172,000.
This value has been used to evaluate the economic justification
for the proposed recreational development (see Exhibit II of
Appendix A) and has been utilized in the cost allocation analysis.
The net loss of recreational opportunity has been reflected
as an annual cost. The loss is measured as the difference between
without project conditions and with project with minimal facilities,
i.e. $388,000 - $202,000 or $186,000. In addition, the lost
opportunity during construction equating to an average annual
value of $7,000 has been included resulting in a total annual cost
of $193,000.
The above values are based on the authorized 3-1/4 percent
interest rate. The corresponding values at the 6-3/8 percent
rate are $145,000 for the recreational benefit and an annual cost
of $136,000 representing the lost recreational opportunity.
98.

REDEVELOPMENT

Redevelopment benefits represent the
within reasonable commuting distance that
construction and which, in the absence of
wise be unemployed or underemployed, i.e.
transfers.
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value of local labor
would be used in project
the project, would otherdirect hires and/or

Aroostook County has had areas of substantial and persistent
unemployment since 1966. The five major labor market areas in
Aroostook County are presently designated by the Economic Development Administration, Department of Commerce as Title IV Redevelopment Areas under Public Law 89-136.
The current supply of available local workers is insufficient
to satisfy total demand over the construction period of the project.
However, as much as 90 percent of the unskilled workers and 24 percent of the skilled workers required during peak years could be
supplied from Aroostook County through direct hire of the unemployed or transfer of those underemployed.
Redevelopment benefits include both initial construction work
and future operation and maintenance. The operation and maintenance period has been limited to the initial 20 years for purposes
of claiming redevelopment benefits.
The following table displays the benefits at the authorized
3-1/4 percent interest rate and at 6-3/8 percent. Derivation of
the values is presented in Appendix J.

Construction
Operation & Maintenance

99.

3-1/4%

6-3/8%

$1,445,000

$2,333,000

246,000

356,000

$1,691,000

$2,689,000

FLOOD CONTROL

a. Annual Losses. - The Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project
would substantially reduce flooding along the St. John River between Allagash and Hamlin, Maine. Spring floods caused by snowmelt runoff or snowmelt runoff combined with rainfall currently
result in damages to urban structures, land along the riverbanks,
and crops. Urban flooding consists of damages to structures, contents, and associated lands due to overland inundation. Such
losses are estimated to be $505,000 on an average annual basis
including $46,000 annually at Fort Kent above the 100-year flood
level protection afforded by the Section 205 local protection dike
currently under construction. Crop loss refers to potato crops
lost in the field because of sustained flooding. Losses in this
category are conservatively estimated to be $179,000 annually. Bank
erosion is the loss of land of varied use (idle, forest, urban, crop)
as a result of the force of high velocity waterflows. Computed at
an interest rate of 3-1/4 percent, the land loss is estimated to
amount to $314,000 annually.
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The St. John River basin is generally a rural region comprising 95 percent of Aroostook County's land area. The flood plain is
located along the County's northern tip. Land use in the basin is
principally agricultural; predominated by potato farms. Population
decline, the absence of available jobs, and the lack of a major
urban center illustrate the poor growth prospects of the area in
the short-run. However, natural resources in agriculture, timber
and recreation present promising possibilities in the long-term
future.
Three economic damage zones (determined by correlation with
hydrological data) were employed for computing benefits, namely
I, St. John and St. Francis; II, Frenchville and Fort Kent; and
III, Van Buren, Grand Isle, Hamlin and Madawaska. In addition, the
Fort Kent flood-prone areas in Zone II above the 100-year level of
protection afforded by the local protection project under construction have been treated separately inasmuch as the proposed
Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project was credited only with those
damages prevented acting after the local protection dike.
b. Annual Benefits. - Flood control benefits from the construction of the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project would accrue
from the prevention of urban, crop, and bank erosion losses. Flood
damage prevention to urban structures with the project applies to
the currently unprotected flood-prone area along the St. John
River downstream of Allagash and to the Fort Kent protected area
for events rarer than the 100-year flood. The dollar value of this
urban flood prevention at March 1977 price levels is $495,000. A
reduction in crops lost in the field is conservatively estimated
to be $170,000. Finally, streambank erosion control is estimated
to effect a modest reduction of 10 percent of current annual losses.
This latter reduction provides a benefit of $31,000 at the authorized interest rate of 3-1/4 percent or $21,000 at the 6-3/8 percent rate. Total tangible flood control benefits amount to $696,000
at 3-1/4 percent and $686,000 at 6-3/8 percent.
A summary of average annual flood control benefits, by type
and area, follows in Table No. 9. The detailed derivation of
flood control benefits is included in Appendix J.
100.

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

The average annual benefits for the project, based on March
1977 price levels,total $77,969,000 using the 3-1/4 percent authorized interest rate and $78,930,000 based on the prevailing (FY 1977)
water resources interest rate of 6-3/8 percent.
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TABLE NO. 9
AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOOD CONTROL BENEFITS
ZONE

ANNUAL BENEFITS

Urban
Zone I
II
III

$180,000
162,500
106,300

Sub-total

$448,800

Fort Kent protected area
above 100-year event
(a)
(b)
(c)

$

Sub-total

3,300
42,200
600

$ 46,100

Urban-Total
(Rounded)

$494,900
(495,000)

Crop Loss

$170,000

Erosion
6-3/8%
3-1/4%

$ 21,000
$ 31,000

TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL FLOOD CONTROL BENEFITS
6-3/8%
3-1/4%

$686,000
$696,000
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The following tabulation reflects the average annual benefits,
by types:
Type

Annual Benefits
(3-T74I)

Power
Recreation
Redevelopment
Prevention of Flood Damages
TOTAL ANNUAL BENEFITS
GG.
101.

("6-3/8%)

$75,410,000

$75,410,000

172,000

145,000

1,691,000

2,689,000

696,000

686,000

$77,969,000

$78,930,000

COST ALLOCATION

PURPOSE

The purpose of a cost allocation is to distribute project
costs among the water resource purposes (excluding redevelopment)
served to insure that all purposes share equitably in the savings
that would be realized through multi-purpose construction. The
costs allocated to a specific purpose should not exceed its corresponding benefits and each purpose should be allocated at least
its separable cost. The latter represents costs that would be
incurred by adding the specific purpose to the multi-purpose
project. Separable costs are determined by subtracting from
the cost of the multi-purpose project the cost of the most economical alternative project capable of providing the same benefits
for the other purposes with the referenced purpose omitted, e.g.
separable costs for power would equal the total project cost minus
the cost of a two-purpose flood control/recreation project.
The cost allocation specifically applies to Dickey-Lincoln
School Lakes in order to determine the total costs allocated to
power. This allocation has been provided to the Department of
Interior (DOI) for use in evaluating the project's financial
feasibility with respect to the marketing and establishment of
power rates required to repay the project investment. A discussion of the financial feasibility analysis by DOI is included in
paragraph 110.
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102.

COST ALLOCATION

The Separable Costs-Remaining Benefits (SCRB) method, consistent with EM 1160-2-101, has been utilized as the basis for
cost allocation. A report detailing the SCRB allocation including
an explanation of the various dual-purpose and single-purpose
alternative project costs and derivation of the interest during
construction is included in Appendix K. Cost allocations are
presented for both the 3-1/4 percent and 6-3/8 percent interest
rates.
A summary of allocated costs follows:
Allocated Cost
3-1/41
5-3/8%

Purpose
Flood Control

$ 12,530,000

Recreation
Power
TOTAL ALLOCATED COSTS

1 ,130,000

$

7,010,000
1 ,180,000

530,340,000

535,810,000

$544,000,000

$544,000,000

In addition to the above SCRB results, the total estimated
cost for transmission facilities ($146,300,000) is assigned as a
specific cost to power. Therefore of the total project cost,
including transmission facilities, of $690,300,000 the allocations
to power total $676,640,000 and $682,110,000 at the 3-1/4 percent
and 6-3/8 percent interest rates, respectively. These values
equate to 98 percent and 99 percent of the total project cost.
103.

APPORTIONMENT OF COSTS

a. Power. - All costs allocated to power are reimbursable
through revenues from the sale of power. The cost provided DOI for
their analysis was derived from the SCRB allocation using the authorized 3-1/4 percent interest rate. Because of the extremely large
amount distributed to power, the costs allocated to power at 6-3/8
percent would be less than 1 percent greater than the 3-1/4 percent
value and would have no significant impact on the power rate analysis
b. Recreation. - In accordance with the 1965 Federal Water
Project Recreation Act, one-half the separable first cost for recreation would be cost-shared. As noted on Table K-2 of Appendix K,
the total project cost of $544,000,000 minus the cost of the dualpurpose power/flood control project of $542,900,000 results in a
separable cost for recreation of $1,100,000. One-half of this
separable cost, or $550,000, would represent the local cost-sharing
requirement.
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HH.
104.

LOCAL COOPERATION

REQUIREMENTS

No local cooperation requirements were stipulated in the
authorizing document. However, local cost-sharing would be
required for development of recreational facilities. At the
time earlier post-authorization planning was terminated, a
preliminary assessment of the recreational aspects of the project
was underway. Due to the lack of further funding, recreational
planning proceeded only to a general concept stage. A preliminary estimate was developed to represent the relative level of
cost-sharing that would be required from the State. The potential
for recreation benefits at the site had been recognized in the
authorizing document but no plans or quantification of costs and
benefits were discussed.
In conjunction with current post-authorization planning,
recreational plans have been developed as presented in Appendix A.
The cost of recreational facilities - above the minimum facilities
required for the health and safety of potential visitors to the
site - must be cost-shared in accordance with the 1965 Federal
Water Project Recreation Act. This Act requires that local interests pay or repay one-half the separable first costs allocated to
recreation and that local interests administer and operate and
maintain the recreation facilities.
The separable cost for recreation facilities, as noted in
paragraph 103 "Apportionment of Costs" totals $1,100,000 of which
the local responsibility would be $550,000. In addition, the
required operation and maintenance cost to local interests is
estimated at $50,000 annually.
105.

STATUS OF LOCAL COOPERATION

The previous Governor of Maine had indicated in 1969 a
willingness to participate in the cost-sharing of recreational
facilities. However, any indication of the State's current
willingness to participate in the recreational plan outlined in
this document must await the present Governor's position on the
overall project and subsequent consideration of the then prevailing State priorities and availability of funds.
II.
106.

PROJECT ECONOMICS - SUMMARY

GENERAL

Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes has been evaluated consistent
with Federal water resource policies and procedures outlined in
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Senate Document No. 97 as modified by subsequent executive and
legislative actions. The economic data in this report result
from a comprehensive review and update of the project plan and
costs and related direct project benefits. All values are based
on March 1977 price levels.
The following paragraphs summarize the economics for the
initial authorized development, the proposed future added increment
and for the combined ultimate total project.
107.

INITIAL DEVELOPMENT

a. Benefit-to-Cost Ratio. - The authorized initial development remains economically justified with a benefit-to-cost ratio
of 2.1 to 1 at its authorized interest rate of 3-1/4 percent. Based
on the prevailing water resources interest rate for Fiscal Year 1977
of 6-3/8 percent, the benefit-to-cost ratio is 1.2 to 1.
A summary of the project's annual benefits and costs for
each interest rate, as derived earlier in this report, follows:

Annual Benefits
Annual Costs

3-1/4%

6-3/8%

$77,969,000

$78,930,000

37,696,000

63,586,000

2.1 to 1
(2.07)

1.2 to 1
(1.24)

Benefit-to-Cost Ratio

b. Economic Effi ciency Analysis (Comparability Ratio). - The
objective of an electric supply system is to meet power demands at
least cost to consumers. Therefore, a planned project should represent the least costly addition to a system's capacity. The
"Economic Efficiency Test" provides for such a determination.
Basically, the test provides for a comparison of the costs of providing an equivalent amount of power from the most feasible alternatives likely to develop in the absence of the Federal project
evaluated on a basis comparable with the determination of project
costs (with respect to interest rates, taxes and insurance). The
alternatives used in the analysis are the same as those cited in
paragraph 96.
The "Economic Efficiency Analysis" presented in Table No. 10
indi cates that the annual cost for Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes
amounts to $37,696,000 while alternative equivalent costs, with an
appropriate adjustment for benefits foregone, amount to $60,333,000.
This results in a favorable comparability ratio of 1.6 to 1. At
the 6-3/8 percent interest rate, the comparability ratio is 1.02 to 1.
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TABLE NO. 10
INITIAL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
Comparably Financed - Federal Funds
3-1/4%

6-3/8%

Power Alternatives 1/
Peaking
874,000 kw x .904 x $11.50

$ 9,086,000

x $15.50
1,182,600,000 kwh x .914 x $.034

—

$12,246,000

36,750,000

36,750,000

Intermediate
70,000 kw x .980 x $27.00

1,852,000

x $35.50

—

262,800,000 kwh x .989 x $.026

2,435,000

6,758,000

6,758,000

3,500,000

3,500,000

$57,946,000

$61,689,000

Redevelopment 2/

$ 1,691,000

$ 2,689,000

Flood Control 2/

$

$

Downstream
350,000,000 kwh x $.010
Sub-Total Power
Benefits Foregone:

TOTAL ALTERNATIVE COSTS

696,000

686,000

$60,333,000

$65,064,000

$37,696,000

$63,586,000

Annual Charges Dickey-Lincoln School

Note:

1/
2/

COMPARABILITY RATIO
1.6 to 1
1.02 to 1
The .904, .914, etc. factors noted reflect estimated reduction
in capacity and energy outputs due to transmission line losses.
Redevelopment and flood control benefits which are provided
incidentally to construction of Dickey-Lincoln School would
be foregone by the alternative. Therefore, the values of
these benefits are added to the alternative in order to obtain
a valid comparison. No credit has been included for the recreational benefit as without-project benefits approximate the
with-project benefits.
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108.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

As described in paragraph 14 "Plan Formulation and
Evaluation" prior studies concluded that optimum development of
the project site includes the addition of future generating units.
To confirm the economic feasibility of the future expansion,
on an incremental basis, an analysis of the potential future benefits and costs was conducted based on March 1977 constant dollars.
For analysis purposes, it was assumed that the initial project
would be completed in 1987 representing project life 0. It was
further assumed that the added generation would be required by
1995 or project life 8.
The second stage construction cost totaling an estimated
$68.8 million for the added power features was equated to an
average annual cost using the present worth single payment from
project life 8 to project life 0 and then applying the capital
recovery factor over the 100-year project life. The annual cost
for added transmission facilities required for the increased generating capacity of 380 megawatts was derived from values developed by the Department of Interior. Utilizing the present worth
uniform annuity series, the equivalent annual cost of transmission
lines, estimated project operation and maintenance including major
replacements, and the annual pumping energy requirements were computed and then amortized over the project life by applying the
capital recovery factor.
Similarly, the average annual added power benefit was developed using the present worth uniform annuity series and amortizing
the value over the project life.
The analysis was conducted for both the authorized 3-1/4
percent interest rate and for the Fiscal Year 1977 water resource
rate of 6-3/8 percent.
At 3-1/4 percent, the average annual benefits total
$22,936,000 as compared to average annual costs of $10,586,000,
resulting in a benefit-to-cost ratio of 2.2 to 1. At the 6-3/8
percent interest rate, the average annual benefits are $18,272,000,
average annual costs are $10,170,000 and the benefit-to-cost ratio
is 1.8 to 1. Both analyses indicate that the future installation
would be incrementally justified.
Details of this analysis are presented in Appendix L.
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109.

TOTAL ULTIMATE PROJECT

a. Benefit-to-Cost Ratio. - The preceding analysis reflected
the economic value of incrementally adding future units to the
completed project. Through the use of present worth and capital
recovery factors, the stream of benefits and costs associated with
the future expansion was presented on an average annual basis over
the lift of the project, assumed for this purpose to be 1987
through 2087. Accordingly, the average annual benefits and costs
for both the initial development and future expansion have been
computed on the same reference plane.
The average annual benefits and costs were then combined to
reflect the economic worth of the ultimate project. The ultimate
project cost, annual benefits, annual costs and benefit-to-cost
ratio appear in Table No. 11. A summary of the ultimate project
economics follows:
3-1/4%
Annual Benefits
Annual Costs
Benefit-to-Cost Ratio

6-3/8%

$100,905,000

$97,202,000

48,282,000

73,756,000

2.1 to 1

1.3 to 1

b. Economic Efficiency Analysis (Comparability Ratio). - An
Economic Efficiency Test, a procedure described in paragraph 107
was also applied to the ultimate project development. The analysis
is detailed in Table No. 12. A summary of the results follows:
3-1/4%
Annual Costs - Dickey-Lincoln
School
Annual Costs - Federallyfinanced
alternatives
Comparability Ratio

$48,282,000

$73,756,000

$77,681,000

$79,848,000

1.6 to 1
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6-3/8%

1.08 to 1

TABLE NO. 10
ULTIMATE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
Comparably Financed - Federal Funds
3-1/4%

6-3/8%

$ 4,543,000
—

$ 6,123,000

18,148,000

18,148,000

$22,691,000

$24,271,000

$22,691,000 x 22.56663 x .03388
$24,271,000 x 9.53510 x .06388

$17,348,000
—

$14,784,000

Initial Development (From Table No. 10)

57,946,000

61,689,000

Sub-Total Power (Ultimate)

$75,294,000

$76,473,000

Redevelopment

$1,691,000

$2,689,000

Flood Control

$

$

Power Alternatives
Future Development
Capacity
437,000 kw x .904 x $11.50
x $15.50
Energy
584,000,000 kwh x .914 x $.034
Sub-Total Power (Future)
(period 1995-2087)
Future Power - Annual Equivalent
(1987-2087)

Benefits Foregone:

1/

TOTAL ALTERNATIVE COSTS

696,000

686,000

$77,681,000

$79,848,000

$37,696,000
10,586,000

$63,586,000
10,170,000

$48,282,000

$73,756,000

Dickey-Lincoln School
Annual Costs
Initial
Future
TOTAL DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL
ANNUAL COSTS
COMPARABILITY RATIO
1/

See Note 2/, Table No. 10, page 159
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1.6 to 1

1.08 to 1

no.

IMPACT OF DEERYARD MITIGATION COSTS

At the workshops conducted as part of the public involvement
process, participants noted an interest in the impact of mitigation
costs on the project economics. This section summarizes the results
of the analysis and is presented in the context of a sensitivity
analysis, being cognizant that recommended mitigation measures that
include additional land acquisition would require Congressional
authorization.
With the exception of the mitigation report for deeryards,
included in Appendix B, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USF&WS)
has not yet completed its analysis of mitigation measures. Accordingly, the estimated costs for mitigation were based solely on
values included in the deeryard mitigation report.
The USF&WS recommended acquisition of 31,708 acres of land
representing an estimated cost of $3.2 million and estimated an
annual cost of $88,400 would be required for management and operation. Amortizing the cost of lands and adding the estimated
annual cost for management and operation results in a total annual
cost of $195,800 at the 3-1/4 percent interest rate. This amount
represents an increase of .5 percent in the total annual costs for
the initial development ($37,696,000). The benefit-to-cost ratio
would remain unchanged. The corresponding value at the 6-3/8 percent interest rate is an annual cost of $202,500 or a .3 percent
increase over the total project annual cost ($63,586,000). The
benefit-to-cost ratio would not be affected.
It is noted that the location of land requirements cited by
USF&WS has not been specifically identified. A preliminary assessment by this office indicates that approximately 3,700 acres of the
required deeryards could fall within the project area already proposed for acquisition. This would reduce the cost impact, although
as the above figures indicate, the impact is insignificant.
JJ.
111.

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

GENERAL

In addition to the economic tests for the proposed project,
a financial feasibility analysis has been conducted by the Department of Interior (DOI) on the power purpose. All annual costs
allocated to power should be recoverable with interest within a
reasonable period of time. Administratively DOI, the agency with
statutory responsibility for the marketing of power from Federal
projects, has set the repayment period at 50 years. The interest
rate used for the repayment analysis is also administratively
established by DOI and for Fiscal Year 1977 is 7 percent.
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112.

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

The DOI financial feasibility analysis is presented in
Appendix D. A summary of the analysis follows.
After considering transmission losses and offsetting load
diversities, DOI estimated that 900 megawatts (mw) of capacity
and 1,200,000 megawatt-hours (mwh) of energy - including the
U.S. share of downstream energy from Canadian hydroelectric
plants - would be available for sale at the potential customers'
facilities.
The financial feasibility was predicated on the following
distribution of power proposed by DOI.
Sales in Maine
100 mw 0 50% load factor
100 mw @ 953 hours use

=
=

200 mw

438,000 mwh
95,000 mwh
533,000 mwh

Sales in New England Outside of Maine
700 mw @ 953 hours use

=

667,000 mwh

TOTAL PROJECT SALES
900 mw

and

1,200,000 mwh

The proposed rates, required to repay all project costs
allocated to power, were determined to be a $56 per kilowatt
capacity charge and a 15 mills per kilowatt-hour energy charge.
DOI noted that these values are competitive with existing rates
in New England and would provide substantial savings to some
customers today while providing modest savings to others.
DOI concluded that sufficient power revenues could be obtained from the sale of power to repay all costs associated with
the production and distribution of project power. The power
features would, therefore, be financially feasible.
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113.

RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION

It Is recommended that the project plan and related data
described in this revised General Design Memorandum be approved
as the basis for preparation of subsequent feature Design Memoranda
and ultimately contract plans and specifications for specific work
features. It is recognized, however, that continuation of further
detailed design beyond that noted in paragraph 81 "Schedule for
Design" would not proceed unless and until decisions at State and
national level support such continued effort.
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